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Rats Invade Kean: Possible Hazard

~--~~~_..,

by John O ' Reilly

I
·1

Photo by Jane Maltz

As several people were retu rning to the Dorms last M arch 17
they spotted seve ral rats lurking i~
the ditch between th e VaughnEames area and the Dorms.
A s th e stud ents continued wal king one of th e rats, .a pparentl y
feeli ng corn ered , bega n to chase
a fe male student, identi fied as
M aureen Lord . Lord cla imed that
th e " rats were as big as ca ts" and
only her " fa ncy footwork" saved
he r from bei ng bitt en. Five or six
witness saw the girl being chased
but could offer no help.
_
These ra ts apparently live in this
ditch, drawn to it because of eno rmous amounts of garbage thrown
there as well as t he cool, moist atmosphere th ey need to survive.
Other w itnesses at th e scene
incl ud ing Zoraida M ed ina, clai ~
that th is is not th e first tim e th ey
have spott ed rats on ca mpus. One

w itness clai med, " w e are so used
to seeing these rats th ey almost
don' t bother us any more."
An appointment has been made
w ith housi ng to di scuss thi s rat
problem' although no rats have yet
been spotted in th e Residence
H alls. Severa l students, thou gh,
have said they w oul d defin itely
move o ut of th e Dorms if rats are
spotted thne.
This is not the fi rst time Kean
has been p lagued by a potenfial
hea lth haza rd thro ugh a rod ent
problem . Last 'y ear several
students com plained that their
apa rt ment in Burch H all was infested with roaches, and other insects. A subsequ ent Independent
investigation found these allegation s to be true and after much
complaining by th e students their
apartm ent was cleaned and th e

(Continued on page 3)

Rats have found a nesting place in garba2e infested ditch .

•
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Student Sexually As-saulted ·1n ·G)'m LOt
by Joanne Batta
. Last week Kean College was the
s,te of an attempted rape on an
unnamed female student.
On the night of March 11, at 7
p.m., as the wom an left her night
class and w alked to her car parkPd in the northwest corner of the
D ' Angola lot, an alleged suspect
fo rced her into her car and atte mpte u to sexually as!>i.luh her.
As more pPople proceeded to the
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lot, th e alleged suspect fled .'
Because of her emotional state
she drove to her home and did
not report the incident to the
campus police unti l Thursday,
M ar c h 12th, according to
Sergea nt Dreyer. Dreyer w as the
only police officer to give any information on this incldeftt~
U pon being notified of thi s occure nce bv two st udents, wh ose
story differed from Oreyeis. ~

stated th at the girl was raped and
assaulted; her body slashed in th e
stomach and neck. The story wa s
then investigated by the lndependent.
Rumors were circulating that
the admi nistration was trying to
keep this incident quiet. There

this attack .
Upon furth er questioning of the
cam p u s pol ic e ,
Di rector
Greenberg wou ld not allow the
records of this incident to be exami ned. This case was stated as
an " ongoing investigation."
i n forma t ion, b u t they
w ithheld their records.

Then at a meeting with Lieutenant Jenkins, he said he had no information on this occurence, explaining that he was absent that
week and had not read the re1,,ort.
Still leaving us to believe the
rumms to be true, until_ Dreyer

too

CCB - BSU Feud Over Racism!
J-

by M.C. Burns
CCB has been coming under
fire lately from several different
sides. The fi rst has been an exchange of letters and O P-ED's
publi shed in th e Independent
between W endall Ba ll, representing th e Bl ack Student Union, and
the CCB. Anot he r attack came
from F. R. Fenimore in a letter to
the editor w ho was wo nderin g
where CCB was w hen th e tic kets
for the upcoming Molly H atchet
concert were supposed to have
:1een put on sale. And, to add insu lt to injury, in _a Speak-Out column done by the I ndependent a
month ago just two out of eight
rando m responses w ere positive.
The question is, is this organization that receives over 18% of the
St udent Org. bud get, th e largest
amoun t of funding given to any
orga nization, doi ng th eir job?
In his first letter o n the subject,
Wendell Ball accused t he board
of being self-ce ntered and ca rrying a very racist attitude. The
r,esponse from the Boa rd was
published a w eek later in a signed
OP-ED . In th ei r story th e Board
stated th at th ey had in fact spent
m or e th an 1 2% of th ei r
$99,580 .00 budget on a concert
"especially directed towards th e
black population" even th o ugh
the fu llt ime blac k popul ati on o n
th is ca mpus is on ly 12% of th e student body . They countered Ball' s
claims of ra cism by repeating hi s
ow n statements in relation to the
Black Student Uni on. In other
w ords th ey acc used th e BSU of
carryin g a very racist attitu de.
Ball respond ed in an O P-E D
th at stated that the re are no racists
on the BSU exec ut ive boa rd and
that racis m is somethin g th ey Sl'ek

L.- -----------

•

$100,000 in a year .
to avoid . He went on to say th at
Ci azzi comm ented on the rehis complai nts w ere not only hi s
cent
conflicts, " W e' re sorry that
or th e BSU's. He cited di scontent
this goes on. We really try to do
from all different ethni c groups.
Ball went on to offer ad vice that
maybe CCB shouldn't alw ays dea l
thro ugh the ?ame agic~nt and that
they shou ld change th e format of
the college picni c.
In an interview thi s w eek Ball
stated th at to him this issue is not
a colo r issue. He said that he is
just concerned with wh at kind of
job CCB is doing. He added that
he fe lt that CCB had not promoted the Black Ivory and Ca meo
conce rt quite as strenuously as
they w o uld have a rock band .

our best in here and our door is
always open. Even after w e announced our meeting tim e no one
has com e down."

Al Ci azzi, V ice Chairm an of
CCB, replied to the charges in an
intervi ew saying, " It would be
ridicu lous for us not to promote a
concert. W e would lose money
that way." He added that th e CCB
doesn't usua lly do things by
percentages but beca use th ey
we re fo rced to prove th eir point
th ey divided it that way in th e OP-

/

ED.
Apparently thi s is not the fi rst
tim e th at complaints have been
lodged aga inst th e Boa rd. The
CCB consists of voting members
th at are all elected by th e
previo us year's board. There are
no guideli nes to insure that diffe rent int erests on ca mpus are
served . The Boa rd's meetings are
public alt hough they weren' t
adve rti sed until th ei r rece nt OPED . Prospecti ve members fill o ut
an application in the spring, are
give n an opportun ity to speak and
are voted on by the current votin g
members. The 15 people voted
into posit ions are the ones who
w ill cont rol th(' spl'nd ing of nearly

.

Pho to by Jane Maltz

Al Ciazzi, Vice Chairman of CCB responds to BSU 's racism charges.
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Newsbeat

Christian ~corner:·Abortion

Lenape Indians
Dr. Frank J. Esposito of Wayside, assistant dean of education at Keart
College of New Jersey, will serve as chairman of a discussion on Lenape
Indians during a program to be held on Saturday, March 28, at Seton
Hall University, South Orange.
.
. Dr. Esposito will deal with early contact, conflict, expulsion and
culture change, as part of a symposium and exhibition entitled,
"Lenape Indians, Retrospect and Prospect ."
Dr. Esposito did his doctoral dissertation at Rutgers University on
"Indian-White Relations in New Jersey, 1609-1802." With a co-author,
John T. Cummingham , he now is working on a hook on Lenape Indian
culture.
Dr. Esposito also is preparing a history of Madison, in Morris County,
with funding assistance from the Geraldine Dodge Foundation .

Graduate Assistantships
Applications for the 1981-82 graduate assistantship progr.am at Kean
College of New Jersey are being accepted through March 31 .
·
The program, in which approximately 50 persons currently are enrolled, combines work assignments during the day with graduate courses
in the evening. Participants earn up to 24 graduate credits over the
academic year, at no cost, and are paid for employment up to 20 hours
a week.
Ms. Selma Dubnick, coordinator of the program, said college
graduates and graduating seniors are eligible to apply. She said there is
a variety of work assignments to be given.
•
All tuition, fees and parking costs are waived, and a work stipend is
paid at the rate of $4 per hour, according to M s. Dubnick.
Credits toward a master's degree are ea rned at the rate of 9 to 12 per
semester through the assistantship. Classes are held weeknights at 5 and
7:40 p.m .
,
.
Many of the assistantships will be filled by one person each. Some, including supervision of a residence hall and basic skills testing, have four
positions. For information on available programs, the public may call
Meg Pratt at 527-2665 or 527-2018.

Judge Menza
Union County District Court Judge Alexander Menza of Hillside will

speak on "Justice and the System of Justice" April 1, at 6:00 P.M. in the
Alumni Lounge, Downs Hall, at Kean College of New Jersey.
The talk, open to the public, is being sponsored-by the Kean College
Criminal Justice ·Forum . Additional information can be obtained from
Dr. Henry Ross of the political science department.
Judge Menza is a former state assemblyman and state senator. He
was mayor of Hillside where he also served, at various times, as a
member of the township committee, police commissioner and
township attorney.

N.J. Academy Of Science
Two Kean College of New Jersey scientists will deliver papers March
28 when the New Jersey Academy of Science convenes its annual
meeting at Atlantic County College, M ays Landing.
Dr. Lee Meyerson of Stanhope, a Kean geologist and program chairman for the academy meeting, said Dr. A. Bryan Lees of Montclair, will
deliver two papers, and Dr. Lidija Kampa of Livingston, will deliver one
paper. Both are chemists at Kean .
In addition Dr. Kampa and Dr. George W. Luther, 3rd of Berkeley
Heights, chairman of Kean's chemistry and physics department, will
preside at sections of the academy meeti ng on chemistfy with Kampa
taking the morning section. Meyerson said another Kean geologist, Dr.
Robert Metz of Edison, will preside at the geology sect ion .
Kampa's paper will be presented in the biochemistry section. It is entitled " Epididymal Fat, Cyclic-GMP Levels During Hyperthermia in
Non-Diabetic and Diabetic Rats."
Lees' papers are " Merging Beams Study of the Mechanism for the
Reaction H + D - H D + H," a.nd Three Dimensional Rate Constants
for the Reahion 0(3pf + H - OH + + H. "
The keynote address, " '4.cid Rain: Politics and Health," will be
delivered by Dr. Alden Mclellan, assistant rnmmissioner for science
and technology at the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection at 1: 10 p.m. in the auditorium of Building C.
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by One-Way Mary

This column is to bring together
Christians and anyone interested
in the Bible. The Kean College
Christian Fellowship meets each
week in J-101 for prayer and
fellowship on each Tuesday from
1:40 to 2:55 .

Hitler and how ht> committed
ge nocide against th<.' ]l'wish people, look at the gc>nocide we arl'
committing against tht• unborn
children.

In the Bible children were looked upon as a gift from God. They
brought joy into the family. Today
children are not always wC'lcomed in the same way. They art> loved and cherished in many honws
but in others they are abused or
neglected. Some , children ar('
"disposed" of soon after the new~
of there existance. There is a big
controversy today ovt>r abortion.
The pro-abortion. sidl• claims that
a woman has thC' right of what to
do with her body, but if thl'
woman had thought of the consequences, she wouldn't havl' to
worry about bringing another life
into this world . Today tht>re are
many. ways to prevent pregnancy,
best of all, abstinence.

If you have any ideas for topics,
or anything to_ cont ribut t> to thi s
column, drop a note in thP Christian Corner mailbox at tht• Independent.

The Seach Is On For
The Silent Killer
The Staff Association of Kean College, in conjunction
with the Department of Health and Recreation and Alexian Brothers Hospital, invites the participation of the entire college community in a Hypertension Screening Program to be presented on Monday, April 6th , 12 noon to
1 :30 in the Alumni Lounge of Downs Hall.
High blood pressure, otherwise known as "The Silent
Killer," is an insidious disease that claims its victims in a
most discreet and secretive manner. By the simpil' nwans
of having blood pressure checked, untold numb('rs of
people have pr('vented further complications.

,,

The Right to Lift• sidt> says that
the fetus is a living human b(•ing,
WC' are committing murdc>r. President Reaga n put his opinion in
this way. If you saw someom• lying in the street, you would
assume they were alive and not
start shoveling dirt on him . W e
should assume the sam(' with the
unborn child until we know for
sure otherwise. This, I think , is the
wisest course. Imagine if you
were lying half d2ad in the street.
Wouldn't you . want someone to
help you. We complain about

An informational and educational forum will be
presented prior to the taking or readings by registered
nurses in attendance.
This program is sponsor-eel by the Staff Association as a
public service to the community at large. All are welcome.

England: The M~thematical Way
The Department of Mathematical and Computer Sciences is
sponsoring a study-travel program
in England this summer, June 25 July 2, 1981 , titled "England: A
Mathen:ia tical Journey. " Th e
26-day trip will be led l'>y Dorothy
Goldberg ,
Prof esso r
of
Mathematics.

tourist highlights, participants will
bt• given a mathPmatica l viPw of .
British history and culturl',
mathematics education in English
schools, and the history of
Mathematics.
Students can ea rn up to six
graduate or undergraduate'
credits. or they may enroll as participants in continuing education.
In London special lectures haw
been scheduled at the British
Museum, the SciencP Mus<?um.
and the Greenwich Obsi.,rvatory.
will receive> your checks. Since
Visits are- planned to plan'~
the summer session begins in June'
associated
with
iamous
and ends in August (June> 29 mathematicians: 'Canterbury, OxAugust 6), the gap petiod can be
ford, Cambridge>, Woolsthorpe
bridged for the months of June_ Manor, as well as weekend trips
and August. In this way students to York and Bath .
can
r<;>ceive full c h ecks
Students
interested
in
throughout the summer months.
mathemafics education, as well a~
Attending school for any length of teachers and supervi sors of
time during a calendar month permathematics, will be givC'n th<•
mits gap payment during that
opportunity to visit schools and to
month, if the veteran desires it.
become familiar with the newest
There will be no Independent ardevelopments
in
English
tides after the Spring semester, so
mathematics education, includihg
it 1s important to take note of thi s "Computers in •thC' Curriculum."
information now:
For a complete itinerary and
prices, contact Professor Edwin J.
For any questions contact the Williams, Coordinator of lntPrnaveteran affair~ ofiicP at
tional Studies in Willi s W-107 or
527-2028/2029. Rt•mt•mber, thPrP
call him at 527-2166 or 2461.
is still time> to rect>iw tutoring ii Alternatively, see Proiessor
you are having trouble• with a GoldbNg in C-227 or call
coursl'.
527-2104 or 2491.
During a sabbatical leaVP last
spring Profc>s so r Goldberg
discovered that almost ewrything
one would want to l'xperience of
the culturP of Great Britain could
be viewed in a mathematical context. Through lc>cturc> s and
workshops, visits to museums,
churches, universities, and other

Veteran Affairs
by Vicky Schindler

The deadline for withdrawing
from a course with a WO is April
4, 1981. We want to remind al l
veterans, dependents and widows
. rece1v1ng benefits to file
withdrawal papers at not only
the administration building but
also at the Veteran Affairs Office.
Doing this as soon as you drop a
course will remedy your problPm
quickly and ward off further problems.
· Advance registration for Summer Session will be held from
April 1 - May 1, 1981. Registering
during this period will exempt
you from walk in registration in
June. Remembe r to bring your
PAID bill receipt to our office as
soon as you ren'ive it and sign for
you benefits for the Summer. ThL·
sooner you sign. the soorwr you

Each month, from October through May, compa niPs, government agencic>s, and gradual(' schools
will send company rc>presentatives to Kean Colleg<' campus to interv~ew inter_ested seni_ors. Students
should contact the Care<'r Planning and PlacPmt>nt Office in advance 1f they wish to participate 1n our
recruitment program .
The following is thl' schPdule for April:

DATE

COMPANY

4/2/81
4/7/81
4/8/81

Meldisco
F.B.I.
K-Mart Apparc>I

4/9/81
4/21/81
4/22/81
4/23/81
4/29/81

Data Findprs, Inc.
Ethicon
Allstate
Kinney Shoe Corporation
Ri ckel Homl' CentPrs

MAJORS
All Majors
All Majors
Management Science, Accounting,
All Majors
All Majors
Computer Science
All Majors
All Majors
,.All Majors

,~1,,,,i;
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Hainilton Wins Sr. Class
by Barbara Harvey
On Thursday, March 19, the
Student Organization Election
Committee headed by Tara Higgins, held their final electi ons in
Sloan Lounge, in order to fill the
remaining seats on the councils
Executive Board with the new
class presidents for the 1981 -82
school year.
Lou Gogal , this year's Senior
Class President, will hand hi s position over to Marcia Hamilten,
who has acted as Student
Organization's President since the
resignation oi Jim Coholan.
Assisting Hamilton in the position of Vice President, will be Billy
Maher, while Dea n Northrup
plans an active role as the Class
Treasurer.
The Class of 1983, will be
represented by Junior Class President Jeanne Marie Ahren s, who
will replace Walter Blair. Ahrens
holds the position of Feature
Editor this year for the Independent. The Junior Class has also
elected Pam Phillips as their vice
wesident. The treasurer's position
has not yet been filled.
The sophomores will be headed
by Laura Schmidt, who will fill the
slot as President for her class,
while Danny Rogers assists
Schmidt in the position of V.P.
Jane Steven will become the Class
Treasurer for the class.
At this time, ten of the eleven

existing seats on the Student Org. with the four new class
presidents. The only seat which is
Executive Board have been filled.
left on the Executive Board has
The board members for the
1981-82 school year includes, ., been reserved for next year's
freshman class president, who
Mark Cichowski; Stude,nt Org.
will be elected into their position
President, Andy Krupa; Vice President, Shirley Bowman; Treasurer, ea rly next semeste r.
There are still seats available on
Di ane Comforti ; Assistant
the council. Interested students
Treasurer, Rosanna Bot as;
Secretary, Derek Nichols; Assis- should seek out applications in
tant Secretary, Anna Church; the Student Organization Office
Driector of the USSNNSA., along located in the College Center.
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By winning the Junior Class Presidency Jeanne Ahrens must forfeit
her Editorship on the Independent.

Rats At Kean
(Continued from page 1J•

roaches removed .
that would occur if people moved
However sev~ral months later a • out of the Dorms because of the
group of Dorm students again
rats, the college could face a
showed up at the ·i ndependent ofserious health problem . If any of
fices carrying dead mice that they
the rats were found to be disease
had trapped in their apartment.
carriers the college could face a
They claimed that they had comshutdown of not only the dorms
plained to the housi ng offices but
but all of its other facilities as well
nothing had been done.
until the Board of Health deems it
Besides the financial hardships
safe to reopen .

Council Approves Raise For Hotline Chief
by Bruce Sidwell
Paul Hart, Director of Hotline,
was granted a $4,400 salary increase by Student Council at last
Friday's meeting, effectively rais-

Council also inducted Brian
Dunn and " Buck" Buchanan as
Senior Student Council Representatives.
A cut-off date for new members

ing his annual wage from $11,000

of Student Council and Finance

to $15,500.
Hart, who holds a Master's
degree, has beeing working at an
hourly rate of $3.88 during hi s
year of employment at Kean . He
had been offerd more lucrative
positions at other schools but has
opted to remain here. · Hart was
also awarded an additio nal
$750.00 in back pay retroactive
December 16, 1980.
In other council news, Russell
Stokes , Chairman of the
' Guideline Committee for the Acquisition of l?ingry, presented a
four-page out line dealing with
steps to be taken by Student
Council w~n the Pingry campus
is purchased. These guidelines
were formulated to maintain student control over the allocati o n of
office space at Pingry because of
the proposed implementation of a
dedicated student fee and to
oversee the transition to the new
Pl:,oto by Bruce Alan Sidwell
campus.
Council listens intently as Paul Hart's raise is discussed.
Detailed in the draft are limitations which will be imposed on
the school's administration to insure that promises which are now
being made will be adhered to .
" The administration will subsidize
on our contituitional rights as • the purchase of Pingry by renting
ed, due to the persistence of the
by Columbian Joe
Last week's article was a little drug enforcement officials who say citizens of the U.S.A. How can
any space that they use," states
behind the times mainly because they will take it up to a higher
those pompous politicians inten- the draft, " They are not to exceed
it was meant for -two weeks ago. court and hope to redefine the
tionally try and cause irreversible 20% to 28% of the net assignable
harm. to the lungs of America's square feet for the building."
Due to a mixup in the news law. We will just have to wait and
department most of the informa- see how this judicial matter
pot smokers. And why, if they
Members of the Guideline
tion has been greatly up-dated as develops.
· know how dangerous- th~ weed Committee are Tara Higgins, MarNow I would like-to talk abou·t a
follows.
killer is, do they even consider us- cia Hamilton, Louis Gogal, Paul
A week ago the infamous dr.ug most concernin g development' in
Egert, Diane Comforti and
ing it.
This has got to stop! Dopers " Buck" Buchanan.
parc)phenalia law was brought to the marijuana market. It seems
ot America you must unite! . If the
the courts and ruled un.constitu- the federal governm·ent intends
feds do begin using the poison,
tional. Though I am very stoned on reusing the chemical paraquat.
right now and can't seem to find But unlike the last episode they - write your congressman, write
\
your senator, hell eve n write to . there is no pot available, I will
all of the information on "the rul- are planning to use the herbicide
the president. Tell him you enjoy resort to .)!her euphous producing, I can remember the pertinent on domestically grown crops. All
smoking pot and that you don't ing substances.· But if pot could be
domestic g rown pot stays
facts.
want lung disease because they· obtained easily and legally, conThe judge not only ruled on the domestic and with the greater
don' t indulge in some of the good sumption of harder drugs would
unconstitutionality of the law but abundance of N.j's best, imports
be unnecessa ry. Why in America
things in life.
said that it could not clearly have dropped. This means if the
You know I think that if the use does the constitution protect free
define a drug related device. With hazardous chemical is used you
of marijuana was legalized that speech and you can'.t smoke pot.
this ruling all head shops can start are more than likely to purchase
use of hard drugs would decrease. Why are there certain unalienable
stocking their shelves once again. some of the affected weed.
I am the first one to admit that if rights but pot smoking is not in-'
This I believe is a direct assault
But this victory may be short liv-

Board was also established for this
year. The date was set at Friday,
March 27. ·
Also proposed at Friday's open
meeting was the establishment of
impeachment procedures fo r Executive Board and Student Council members. This will be added
as an ame ndment to Student
Organization's constitution . Some
of the highlights of the amendment include the definitions of
three types of misconduct that
would qualify someone for impeachment. " Malfeasance: Performance by a public official of an
act that is legally unjustified,
harmful or contrary to law,
wronfilloing (especially of an act
in violation of public trust).
Misfeasance: Wrong actual or
alleged from or consisting of affirmative action. Wrongful and injurious exercise of lawful authority. Nonfeasance: Omission of
some act which out to have been
done.

Dopers Corner

eluded in them ._Why can you go
out and get drunk off your ass but
you can't smoke pot. Sometimes I
reatly wond_er what they are trying
to prove in· Washington .
If you have any comments or
ideas drop me a line. Sena to Columbian Joe, GO The Independent, College Center.
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independenl lnde .endent
EDITORIAL
For several weeks now we have been witness to an u·nusual
pheno"menon occurring on the Editorial pages of this newspaper,
dealing with allegations of lying, racism, disinterest and others
among the executive members of the College Center Board and
the newly formed Black Student Union.
Though a newspaper functions as a forum of expression for its'
readers, oftentimes this forum of expression can develop into a
battle between causes, on and off its pages, and the newspaper
itself feeds fuel to the fire by dutifully reporting the events as they
occur.
Then comes a period where all that needs to be s_aid has been
stated by all parties and the newspaper finds itself in the midst of
what began as a chance to achieve mutual understanding between two groups but developed into an ugly monster with sharp
teeth. Thus has the Independent asking that if there remains any
misgivings between the Black Student Union and the College
Center Board may they bring their grievances to the chambers of
Student Council where the matter can be resolved judiciously
and fairly.

****
Today voting will be conducted in Sloan Lounge for_the elections of persons to sit on Student Council. The Independent urges
every student to exercise the privilege of being able to carry out a
centuries-old tradition and cast his/her vote for a better government.

****
At Friday's meeting of Student Council a draft proposal outlining the need for student control over the assignation of office
space at Pingry when and if the College does purchase it was
presented by Committee Chairperson Russell Stokes.
Because _the need and assumed right that students maintain
so.me authority in regard to any decision making process involving Pingry, which grows out of the proposed dedicated student
fee, Student Council should be commended for researching the
facts and delivering an· initial authoratative report on the matter
and keeping the students aware of their options at such an early
date.
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Lennon -On Top
Dear Editor,
As you have probably noticed, lately there have been numerous
Beatie posters and articles coming out , with an emphasis towards Lennon. Some may say that McCartney ws the main drive behind the
Beatles ... but that was only after 1967. Even though there wasn' t any
real leader in the group, when asked in an interview whom they looked
to for leadership, they all pretty much agreed upon Lennon. Capitol
Records' double LP " The Beatles Story" has this interview. It was Lennon w ho first had a group, Lennon who asked McCartney to join, and
the band itself once went ur;ider the name of "Johnny And The Moondogs." Thi s is just to clarify things in case anybody was confused .
Sincerely,
Stewart Brodian
P.S. I totally agree with Charles Fowler's letter printed four weeks ago.

WKNJ Thanked By JSU
Dear Editor,
Recently, on Saturday eve ning, March 7, 1981, the D .J.'s of our college radio station, WKNJ, 90.5 on FM radio and also the staff of WKNJ
D.J.ed a fund-raisi ng dance for the Jewish Stud ent Union. Even , with
the small turnout of students at the dance, WKNJ did a superb job in the
engineering of th e dance.
W e would like to personally thank you for a magnificent job very well
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done. Your effort, interest and support is deeply appreciated. Everyone
who was at the dance thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Everyone commented to us about how it was so nice to come to a dance where the
turntable didn't stop turning and also for not one minute during the
evening was there a pause when the needle wasn't on a-record. They
played a variety of records from the alley cat to punk. It was an evening
where everyone enjoyed themselves. We were all sorry when the
dance came to a climax. The D.J.'s and the staff had every part of the
e·vening all planned out. Even with the small area they had to work
with, their sound system was great.
.
·
Also, we would like to extend a special thank-you to Jim Maioriello,
Jim Grinchis, Donna lee Dolin, Tara Higgins, Hilde Klein, Dave
Pleuler, Angel Donnely and Michael Heron. A very special thank-you is
extended to Jerry Vale, station manager, for being present at our dance
and putting every effort forth to seeing that everyone at the dance had a
great time and it was a success. Thanks again to the D.J.'s and the staff
of WKNJ for a very entertaining evening!
Thanks again,
The Executive Board and Staff
of the Jewish Student Union
P.S. We would like to extend an individual special thank-you to Dave
Pleuler, the executive general manager of WKNJ , for his consideration
and undivided support.

Response To Seek Truth
Dear Editor,
last week's Independent (3/19/81) contained an article entitled, Seek
Truth, written by Marsha Gerber. Miss Gerber is obviously totally ignorant to the facts governing the recent behavior of the majority of the
Brothers of KC. In last week's article Mike Daniels, Sargeant of Arms for
the Brothers of KC, made this statement, " ... These individuals walk
with pride and dignity, have self respect and give respect to each and
every individual regardless of color, creed or religious beliefs ... " He
must have forgotten sex and race. ·Not only have the Brothers of KC
been harassing some of the women on campus (in last week's article in
the Independent) but also physically and verbally harassing some of the
men on campus as well. For example, on Wednesday night (3/18/81)
one of its members, lee Walden, hit an official during an intramural
basketball game. Mike Daniels himself is known for calling some of the
young ladies on campus bats. Some of its members have been known
for putting down other black organizations on campus. If parading
around during the week at two, three, four in the morning shouting,
"BKC-Badder than a Motherf__ r" is considered focusing on black
awareness, which this organization is supposed to be about, then let
me say, the black students as well as other students are definitely
aware. AftPr the intramural aame Wednesday night. the Brothers of KC
came back to the quad yelling this is our yard. Maybe the Brothers of
KC are not aware, but hundreds of students besides themselves pay
Sl, l 25 to live in the residents hall, therefore the quad (yard as they called it) does not belong solely to them. Is this what Mike Daniels considers walking with pride and dignity and having self respect and giving
respect to each and every individual regardless of color, creed or
religious beliefs?
.
In dosing I would like to add, in the past the Brothers of KC have had
a good reputation. Unfortunately, this attitude has been changing. I
hope the Brothers of KC will take this criticism constructively and take a
look at the image their organiztion has been portraying lately. Not only
is it hurting themselves as an organization but the black community at
Kean as a whole.
Name Withheld

Neat Cover-up?
It is often said that "no news is good news". Well , in context of this
letter that statement is not only wrong, it is ludicrous and dangerous.
However, that i!l seemingly the policy of our campus police (and any
form of our administration involved) when a crime is committed here at
Kean . Instead of informing us students of the present beligerence, they
hide the :,1eidents very neatly under their innocent hats and proceed
with "business as usual".
Business, as they see it, is not usual! That is, unless you feel RAPE is
something our society should turn their heads about, yawn and accept
it as part of our daily curriculum.
Are the police and all others involved barbaric, or are they just
unfeeling and ignorant?
A woman, presently attending the college was assauted Wednesday
evening. March 11 in the D' Angola Gym parking lot while walking to
her car after a night class. This violent, disgusting incident was handled
by our trusty law enforcement troupe, but, they have managed to keep
it hush from the rest of us (And how many more like this have
occurred?)
Why?; Why in hell are we and everyone else being deprived of information? Could it be to " save face" for the name of Kean College of
New Jersey? When in fact, if peopl were made aware of the reality that
there are criminals here or around the school we would be better able
to protect ourselves and friends (come on people, co ntrary to popular
belief this is not the land of OZ!)
If, to " save face" may be the reason, then the reason reeks. And, the
stench is growing to the point of being unbearable.
Everyone should be informed of these vilent crime occurances. It is
for the safety of every student that they be totally aware of all problems
in our ca mpus society.
Take heed, one and all, for one more application could never match
the importance of one student's well-being on life!
Concerned,
Mike Kinn ey

Alice Madden
Diana little
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STUDEN_T COUNCIL
ELECTIONS
TODAY 10 a.m. - Sp.ni.
·S LOAN LOUNGE
In College.Center
.

.

THE CAN DI DATES
Senior Class

Junior Class

Thomas Devaney
Laura Faccibene
Garret Gega
Rinaldo Lago
Bill Maher
Arthur Schneider

_Alexander Ajayi
Jan Marie Arnold
Mabel Blanco
Reinaldo Blanco
Donnalee Dolin
Paul Egert
Bryan Nunberg
Cindy Smith
Lucy Vargas
Cynthia Young

Sophomore Class

Rafael Blanco
Christina -Carlucci
Michael Finnegan
Felipe Gonzalez
Daniel Rodgers
Elias Smith
Catherine Staviski
William Whelan

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES
Counseling By A Practicing Attorney
Every Thursday from 1 :00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION ·OFFI_
CES
COLLEGE CENTER BLDG

Kean College of New Jersey
PROBLEMS?
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Good ·i deas For Schools To Be Showcased
Where do good ideas for
schools come from?
,
Many of them come from the
New Jersey Education Association' s annu.::I Good Ideas Conference. But t11is year, there isn't
one such conference.
There are two .
Responding to teachers, administrators, other school
employees and parents, NJEA is
offering two Good Ideas·
workshops this year. The first will
be held April 4 at Brainerd Junior
High School, Cherry Hill, and the
second at Union High School,
Union Township on May 2. Both
conferences will run from 9:30
a.m. until 3 p.m.
" The conferences are part of
NJEA's continuing emphasis on
professional development," said
NJEA President Frank K. Totten.
"In addition to sponsoring two
Good Ideas conferences this year,
we are hosting the National
Education Association's regional
instruction conference from
March 27-29 in Cherry Hill. We

also have our annual Women in
Education conference on April 11 ,
our Environmental Education conference on May 10, and w e had
an excellent conference on the
needs of exceptional children on
March. 21 ."
Teachers and other professionals from all over New Jersey
will give workshops and
demonstrations of ideas that have
worked in their classrooms. The
topics range from the use of
newspapers and TV (including
cable) in the classroom to hidden
connections in math problem
solving.
Workshops for school support
staff personnel are also available
at the conference, including
methods of dealing with students
using drugs or alcohol, bus driver
safety, a clinic for instructional
aides, and a workshop for security
officers.
Some of the outstanding
presenters include: Dr. Richard
Curwin, chairperson for the
Teacher Effectiveness Program for

the Natfonal Technical Institute
for the Deaf in Rochester, N.Y. ,
author of " The Discipline Book: A
Complete Guide to Discipline and
Classroom Management"; Dr.
Susan Glazer, professor of education and coordinator of the
graduate program in reading and
language arts at Rider College,
who will discuss elementary
reading; Dr. M . Jerry Weiss,
distinguished service professor of
communications at Jersey City
State College, who will discuss
reading for high school students,
and Michael Doyle of the N.J. Office of Cable Television.
"We cordially invite parents
and other citizens who want to
know what sort of good things are
happening in our schools," said
Totten. "We hear so many
rumors about schools. It's tiem
people took a look at some of the
great things that are going on in
New Jersey schools."
Further information on either
conference is available from NJEA
at 609-599-4561.

The I.Z. Club of Zeta Phi Beta Soro. Inc.

PRESENTER

SCHOOL
DISTRICT/ORGANIZATION

Susan Gross
Thomas Hand
Ruth Horowitz
Kolman M . Kleinbord
Ira Kosloff
Roland E. LaVoie
Gordon Law
Esther Lee
Joanne Liebhauser
Pamela Lubitz
Patricia Mahoney
Bernard McKenna
June Moss
Edward W . Muench
Flory Naticchia
Mildred Nobles
Barbara A. Nuding
Carol 1. Palermo
Robert M. Petracco
Susanne Richert
Sherry Rose-Bond
Karen Sanderson
Jane Simpson
Roy L. Soloff
Eugene Somma
Howard Stein
Nancy Thorne
M. Jerry Weiss

EiC-South, Pitman
Pleasa ntville
West New York
Haddonfield
Cherry Hill
Cherry Hill
New Brunswick
Washington Township
Union
West Windsor ·
EiC-South, Pitman
NEA
Kean College
Toms River
NJEA
Trenton Follow Through .
Burlington
Willingboro
Union
EiC-South, Pitman
EIC-Centr~I, Princeton
EiC-South, Pitman
Global Learning Inc.
Northfield
CORE/PALS, Elberon
Union
South Plainfield
Jersey City State College

Masters Candidates

is sponsoring

J

'' A Flea Market''
When:
Sun., March 29, 1981
Time:
11 :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Place:
Kean College Grill Room
Admission for Public:
50¢
Vendor Fee:
$10.00 a table
All interested vendors contact:
Karon Miller at 527-2915
btw the hours of 5:00 pm - 9:00 p.m.
or
Patricia Porter at 527-2778
btw the hours of 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Come and Buy or Come and Sell

••G1rde1

State Ch11beP
OrebestPl

Fredertck Storfer Music Dlrector#Concluctor
" - the kind of creative
program in which so much
enjoyment springs from the
joy of the performers."
THE RECORD

SERIES Ill Program:
SCHUBERT: Overture in C Minor
MOZART: Divertimento in F, K 138
DONEZETTI: String Quartet No. 18
in E Minor (Arr. for String Orchestra)
BARBER: Adagio for Strings
LEUNING: Suite for Orchestra
BACH: Piano Concerto No. 2 in E Major
for Piano and Strings
FEATURING INTERNATIONAL PIANO SOLOIST
VALMA RICHTER
To Order Tickets:
You may buy seats to individual concerts for the 1980-1981
season in person at the theatre box office or by telephone
201 • 944 • 0893

Tickets: $6.50 and $8.00
Students/senior citizens
50% discount

Five master's degree candidates at Kean College of New Jersey, whose work will be shown in the
College Gallery, Vaughn-Eames Hall from March 28 to April 30, are: (Left to right) Gail Deborah Majewski of Cranford, Larry Davis of Newark, Eileen Kosinski-Piszko of Avenel, Anthony C. Pellechio
of Glen Gardner and John Wilckens-Pittis of Madison.

" ... music audience
... should SIT UP
AND TAKE
NOTICE! .. "
STAR LEDGER

The Renata Club is extending an invitation to all to join us on Thursday,
April 9 at 1'2 noon in The Browsing
Room of The Bookstore Building for
Open House. Our Guest Speaker is Mr.
Alvin Levine, CPA, who will touch on a
vital topic: "How To Save Money On
Your Taxes"... Refreshments will be
served.

Jeanne K. Major, President Renata Club
Esther Feinman, Secretary
Madelyn Healy, Advisor

Pilgrim Medical Group
ABORTION SERVICES

~

1st and Mid-Trimester (thru 15 wks.)
Local or General Anesthesia

2nd Trimester (16~thru 23 wks.)

lstTRIMESJER

LOCAL ONLY UP ro10 wms
MEOICAOE PATIENTS UP TO 12 WKS.

• FREE PREGNANCY TEST
• EXAMINATION AND
COUNSELING
THE ONLY STATE LICENSED
ABORTION FACILITY IN
ESSEX. PASSAIC. MORRIS.
UNION AND MIDDLESEX
COUNTIES.
Master Charge • Visa • Bae .

$150
$100:

HOURS 9-5 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.

746-1500

IN NJ CALL TOLL FREE

18001 772-2174
393 BLOOMFIELO AVE
MONTCLAIR N J 07042

"WE CARE"
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Views from The
Mountain

'SPEAK OUT! ,
Text by 'Joann e Batta
Photos b y Jane Maltz
If there is a teachers strike, w_ould you cross the picket line?

/

KEAN
GONE

MAD
by John O ' Reill y

I' m an education major and I' m
with the teachers. You search for
your tenure for a permanent job without tenure, what's the sense
in teaching. So I wouldn' t cross
the picket line.
Nadine William s

I wouldn't cross the picket line.
I' d stick with the teachers.
I would because I feel the
teachers are always complaining.
Nancy Pasenkoff

Kris Siwko

I wouldn ' t cross it.,,..
Mary Ann Johnso n

wouldn't because jobs are
hard to come by and they deserve
a permanent job.
No, because I'm a teacher.
Joe Patti

Tom Jock

~ere~

lots ofliving
and -

lovina aheaq
~c~lit short?

I wouldn't cross the picket line
because some of the best teachers
were not granted tenure and
tenure is important.
Don Bruccoleri

No, I wouldn't cross the picket
line. Basically, if we were to strike
for some reason, they would support us, so we should support
them . One hand washes the
other.
Debbie Smith

Greek Corner
by Lou La Torre
This week's Greek Corner is going to highlight on what a lot of
people on campus consider to be
one of the best sororities, Sigma
Beta Chi.
Sigma Beta Chi has 22 active
members, with Janet Killen as
their president, Joanne Hopkins
as Vice President, Lisa Soares as
Treasurer, Susan lwanoski as
Secretary and Peggy Ennis as their
Pledge Mistress.
Sigma Beta is only only one of
the largest sororities on campus,
but is also one of the most active,
being involved thi s year in th e
Volleyball M arathon, the Rock-A Thon and thi s year and last year' s
Dance Marathon . Also, Sigma
Beta donated moni es to Cancer
Resea rch and th ey participated in
Greek Olympics and Intram ural
Ba ~ketball.

Sigma Beta's color are Gold and
Red and their mascot is th e
kangaroo, this stems from the fact
that a few years ago one of the
sisters owned a pet kangaroo.
Sigma Beta Chi was started in
1958, their advisor is Sidney
Krueger from the English Department.
Their Motto is Sisterhood
through
Awareness
and
Understanding.
Sigma Beta .is cen_ah1ly. a diversified sorority. And even though
they are a very close and loving
sorority, each sister has her own
character. For examp le, th ere is
Li sa Soares who is th e artist of the
group and works for a textile
designer in New York City. Also
there are Joann Alfano and Aleina
Cuza who are th e beauticians of
th e sorority, and Karen Lori is thP
resident mud wrestler.

Even though the girls come
from different occupations and
different stations of life, they all
come together very nicely. In fact,
they remind me of the totally different individual pieces that fit
together to make a very beautiful
jigsaw puzzle.
Sigma Beta Chi is one of the few
sororities on campus that has a
brother fraternity. Their Brothers
are Sigma Theta Chi , a well
known fraternity on campus.
Sigma Beta has many closed parties with thei r Brothers and has
many other activities such as
Christmas Decorating Picni cs and
Roller Skating.
The best way to describe the
sorority is probably by a quote by
one of their most popular sisters,
Aleina Cuza . "Sigma Beta has
really made my days here at Kean
happy ones. I have met new people and made many friends. I will
remember my days in the sorority
forever."
I thi nk that sums up the way a
lot of sisters fee·I about the sorority.
Sigma Beta is not having p1edging this spring, but anyone interested in pledging in the fall can
contact Peggy Ennis at the Chi
table.
I would like to wish good luck
to everyone who is pledging a
sorority or frat ernity thi s sp rin g.
Remember, everyon e is invited
to th e Hell Night Party at th e Chi
Hou se on Friday night at 12:00
midnight. Be prepared to haw
somP yucca and party.
Set' you next Wl'ek!

W ell, Spring is finafly here and it brings many things to Kean Co ege .
Among th em, warm weath er, Spring Fever, Flowers, Rats, Rapes and
Muggings.
Now how did those last three slip in there? Oh well , since we let the
cat out of the bag we might as well elaborate. We all know about the
flowers, the warm weather, and the Spring Fever but somehow they ·
don' t seem as beautiful this year with the madness that's affecting Kean .
Since school began their have been several muggings and at least one
rape here on Campus. If you're wondering why you haven't heard
about them you can thank the Campus Police who have been so ably
covering them up.
Every time a member of this paper contacts them and inquires about
these violent crimes, they laugh them off as if tliey nver happened and
as recently as last Friday denied a member of my staff the opportunity to
look at their log book, seems as if their trying to hide something.
The time has come for the Kean Keystone Kops to stop covering these
things up and let them out into the open. W hat are you worrying about?
Are you afraid someone might thin k you're not doing your job? Even
here at the mountain we realize you can't be everywhere at once.
Maybe if you let ~hese things be publicized students would be more
careful at night and not risk such dangers. We would try to police
ourselves by walking in pairs and avoiding unlighted paths. But we
guess you can't worry about the students that much, after all that might
cut down on the time you spend writing out parki ng tickets and other
important stuff like that.
In case you guys are interested your callousness has allegedly forced
one of the rape victims to drop out of school. Good job fellows. Keep it
up.
· Don' t stop reading yet. The bad news has just begun . If you turn to
page one you will see a story on a new problem here at Kean, Rats. The
details of this story explain where the rats are and what they are doing.
It also shows how big the rats are. What we want to know is what is being done about them?
We thought the rodent problem was solved last year after it was
discovered that mice and roaches were co-habitating with the dorm
students. Yet here it is almost a year and a half later and still "Rats as big
as Cats" are chasing students arou nd campus.
We won' t even ask who is at fault. W e can already see the fingers
pointing back and forth. One favor though, try to get rid of the rats
before they attack someone and you have a lawsuit on your hands.
O th erwise you may have to abandon the Pingry Farce and take money
o ut of your own pockets i nstead of ours.

Think that's all the bad news? Well you' re wrong. Our fellow students
have voted to back Weiss's Folly and give the administration the goahead to buy Pingry. Thanks a lot guys you finally showed us where
your backbone is at, although it is doubtfLjl _that a backbone exists in
any student who would give the go-ahead for administrators to take
money out of their fellow students' pockets.
O nce again you clowns showed us that if we ever need someone to
stand with us against the AdmiAistration we had better go look
elsewhere. You will obviously sell us out faster t han Judas sold out
Christ.
..
1
Many of you may be wondering, is he done yet? No, not yet. The
always popular subject of CC B is the next group that seems to be drawing attentiOIJ. The newest charges against CC B is that they are Racist. An
investigative story on that subject appears elsewhere in this issue but
we feel compelled to say a few words on the subject.
Either CCB is th e worst run organization on campus or they had better get a new Public Relations Director. Already this year CCB has been
accused of: rigging their Executive Board elections, failing to provide an
entertaining picnic, putting on concerts that no one enjoys, failing to
put on enough concerts, having bad relations with Student Council and
for some unknown reason not allowing photographers in the Pit during
concerts, which is allowed at every other concert held on~the face of
the earth.
Throw in the new found charges of racism and CCB .seems to be in
trouble . That's alright though the Spring Picnic is coming up. We can' t
wait to see what happens there .
W ell this is it th e end of our column (actually we could gc, on, but the
warm weather and cold beer is calling) . What causes this spring
madness is open to debate but something must be done about it or
Kean will become known as the ghetto of New Jersey State Colleges.
Keep the faith though someday all of this will make a good movie and
maybe you will see Paul Ne"'(_man or Jane F.c;>nda. playing you. Our
preference is Robert DeNiro but who knows.

Careers In Marketing
A workshop describing Careers an Overview of Careers in
in Marketing will be presenting by Ma rke_ting, Marketlng Research,
the Kean College Career Planning Advertising, Brand Management,
and Placement Office and the
and Sales.
Kean College Student Chapter of · · · All interested students, alumni
the American Marketing Associa- and faculty are urged to attend
tion at"l :40 P.M ., Tuesday, March
this workshop in order to learn
31, 1981 in the Alumni Lounge of valuable information about
Downs. Hall.
necessary educational and work
P}ofessional s from Bes·t Foods
backgrounds ,
entry-level
Unit of CPC North America,
possibiliti.es, and on-the -job
Warn er-Lambert Company, Merresponsibilities in Marketing
ck and Company, Inc., and the
careers. For further information
W ebster Divi sio n of M cG raw- Hill,
call the Career Planning and
Inc. will discuss the field of Placement Office. Our telephone
Marketing. Topics covered will be
number is 52_7-2040.
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Albums, Albums And More Albums
Six Bands Join Together For·: Are Your Ready To Dance?
by Charles Fowler, Jr. ·
Dance Craze is the ' album
soundtrack of the soon to be
released movie of the same name.
The LP consists of six ska bands
that-are either on or were on the 2
tone label at one time.
The 2 tone labe started out in
good faith with its objective being
' to help bands get a start and not
be manipulated and being used
by bigger companies. This helped
the bands on this lavel because it
enabled them to have more control on what, where, and when
they would record . But when the
label was well received it all
snowballed and seemed to
become big business instead of a
"push start" for - groups. Bands
received bigger offers from other
labels, bad feelings grew between
members of certain bands, a court
case preventing Elvis Costello to
record on the label and finally,
the break up of two bands (The
Bodysnatchers, Swinging Cats)
which put the label in serious
trouble. Two Tone might or might
not pull through this crisis, but the
album has been released and th e
movi e is in the can and should be
out soon.
The six bands wh o appea r on
this album are The Specials, th e
Bodysnatchers, Bad , Manners,
Madness, the Selector, and th e
English Beat. Since all th e band s
perform some type of ska, th ei r
musi c is similar yet somewhat
distinctive. Personally, I have
seen the Specials, the Selector,
Madness, and th e Beat perform
live and since these bands perform very visual shows ·and th is ·
album Wi3S recorded live, my im- ·
agination makes this a very visual
album. For those
you who
haven't seen any of these bands
perform, it might be tough for the
listener to feel all the energetic

or

in-

put into the music that these
bands demonstrate. (I encourage
all people to see the movie when
it is released and I am sure you
will enjoy the album more.)
The subject matter in which
these bands sing about deals with
politics, love relationships, dance
music, and just plain craziness.
The album begins and ends as it
should; with the best , the
Specials. In all the group performs
three songs with the opener ·being
Concrete Jun~le. It deals with the
racial and political problems in
the U .K. and how it is not safe on
the streets anymore . Same problems we have been having in the
city but there has been more
political violence in England with
such organizations as the National
Front probably being the most
feared. Man At C & A deals with,_
nuclear war and how the common man has no say in the war
games of the government. The
Specials final number is Niteclub.
Why do we go to night clubs? " is
this the in place to be? What am I
doing here? Watching the girls go
by, spending money on beer."
Niteclub is without a doubt th e
most dancea ble out of th e three
with very competent ho rn s compl e m entin g Jerry D amm e r's
keyboard s perfectly.
The English Beat perform s three
songs off of their only album to
date with the best being Ranking
Full Stop. " Say are you ready?,
are you ready to go?" Just keep on
dancing beyond the limitations
your body lets you . Everytim e th e
group yells out Stop , the drum
beat starts up again until after th e
fourth Stop because !he lead
singer says " I' m dead." You try
dancing to i and I'll bet even
money you will take a break
before you dance to another
song. The other songs performed

by the Beat are Big Shot and Mirror In The Bathroom which both
deal with somebody and their inflated ego. The Beat also have fifty
three year old "Saxa" playing the
sax who can outdo Mr. Clemmons anytime.
Bad Manners performs Inner
London Violence and Lip Up Fatty and the group musically is a
cross between Bob Marley and
The English Beat . Their heavy
Jamaican accents make it hard for
the listener to understand the
lyrics but it really doesn't matter
because ont• usually dances for
music and not words and th e
group mak es up for their
weakness musically.
Razor Blade Alley, Night Boat
To Cairo, and One Step Beyond
are performed by Madness. Since
it is almost impo ssibl e to
distinguish if Madness is trying to
have a meaning in their music,
why bother? They are a very silly
group of individuals who play
very silly and fun music, really
heavily on keyboards and sax,
and have a great tim e doing it. So
fi you don ' t w ant to have fun,
don' t listen .
The Bodysnatchers sing Easy
Life whi ch is a song about just
wa nting th e Easy Life not working. W P all w ant th at though .
Rhod a Dakar's vocal s seem to
co nvi nce everyone th at " it could
be so easy" and c!S long as th e
son g plays life is easy because all
thou ghts of anything else are
forgott en for th e length of the
song.
The Selector probably are the
second most e~joyable group on
the album and they chose to
release, Three Minute Hero, a
song aoubt hoping to have a hit
single along with Too Much
Pressure and Missing Words ·
which are songs about a relation-

ship in ib final stagt'S. The group is
led by Pauline Black on lead
vocals on Missing Words. The
cure to thP missing words betWP<'n hl'r lovl'r is to just break up
with him. " You'w got a problem
but its all ovl~r now, its over its
over! " On Too Much Pressure
basically thl' samt• thing happens.
The pressurP oi thl' relationship is
too much . "Too much pressure,
its got to stop, its got to stop. " The
prPssure is too great but the cure>

is not found .
Thi~ album could possibly bl'
thl' most enjoyablP album you
will hl'ar in a whill' bt>causP c>vPry
singll' cut on it is above par or bettl'r and there are Pven a kw holl' in ones. (Thi s -probably can bP
- debated) Every song is definitely
dancPable . (This can ' t bl'
cJc•batc>d). Do you think that is
why it is call ed Dance Crazy?
When the movie arrives, do
yourself a favor and go see it.
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The Pretenders
Recorded Live
by Robyn Alparone

album.

Combing through the record
The recording of this concert is
racks at a local flea market, I was
a bit off in places; technically it
fortunate (and elated) to come
sounds as though some kid went
across a bootleg album by the
to the concert with a cheap tape
Pretenders as L frantically flipped
recorder and taped the show just
through dozens of LP's in the new
to make a buck. But aside from
wave section. Entitled Pretenders
the technical difficulties, nothing
Recorded Live in Europe, the
beats the sound of live audience
album was opened and rested ' participation in the songs that
alone among other various artists make the Pretencl_ers superstars.
reminiscent of Deface The Music.
and debut Pretenders albums.
And having been part of a
It is jumpy, corny, (though not as
The fact that the seal was broken
Pretenders audience makes it all
Beatle-ish), and tells us how peodidn' t phase me. All I knew was the more real to me.
ple are always trying to get on the
that l ' had it and wasn't about to
Chrissie Hynde is inde ed
gravy train (and who isn't these
leave without it.
magnificent as she hypnotizes and
days?), quack, quack! CompasAt first I thought that the captivates the European audience
sion, which follows, is an apPretenders had released a new with songs such as the Wait,
propriate name for this mellower
album but realized that I would
Precious and Brass In Pocket.
sone of the LP. Last but now least
for side one is Shine. This piece of . have heard about it; being so The unfamiliar track, Cuban
devoted to the group as I am . So I Slide, was exciting - as powerful
versatility closes off side one slowcarefully studied the jacket and as the dance it was named for.
ly, and just as you think it's over,
The. overall effect of this album
Todd brings it all in, ending it off read that this album was recorded
before the studio version was is rather eerie but fa sci nati ng. If
in its little mayhem .
released . The tracks were all the, found , this album is indeed an
Side two has three lengthy v,ersions of the title tune . The first ver- same, minus three from th e debut asset to a Pretenders fan .
sion, is a combination of mellow,
disco and jazz. The second variation is slow and smooth . Healing,
Pt. 3 has an up beat to it as th e
grande final e.
With th e album com es a bonu s
single called Time Heal<; b/w Tiny
Demons. The side is d efi nitely
on e of th e album s hi ghpoints.
On th e album , you' ll note influ ences of The W ho, Boston ,
ELO , Neil Di amo nd, and Ba r(~
M anilow.
Th e album 's fro nt cover is of the
sa me ge nre as Bob Dyl an's Saved ,
thou gh more subtle. On th e bac k
w e see th e AMA in signia, along
side with a geometri c/ molecul ar
codul e, each photograph ed in
perspective so that a " G" cl ef is
draw n on them . The LP itself isn' t
a progression from Deface Th e
Music (whi ch was off th e Beatie
track) , but it is someth ing to conside r and w el l worth a listen .
Todd Rund gre n fan s will hail thi s
as one of his better works. I like it!

Todd Rundgren: Healing ,
by Stewart Brodian
Now that Mr. Rundgren has
dragged his Utopia through the
silliness and plagarism of Deface
The Music (Beatles ala Todd), let's
take. a fook at his new solo LP
peacefully entitled Healing.
The first track starts out with a
twon second cantorial chant, then
jumps along into its ·Pete

Townshend/Who type melody.
Very cheery. The next track,
Pulse, is a spacey mood trune
which goes along and suddenly
breaks into a solo on the
woodblocks, a 1981 space oddity.
Track three, Flesh, is a very
romantic ballad as only Todd can
do it! Beautiful! Now the fourth
track is something different,
Golden Goose is somewhat
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David Barr Illan Concert Outstanding
translates into sound wh at a
view er experi ences as he w alks •
from painting to painting. The
program told of thi s walkin g and
pausing throu gh a li st of th e
suite's fiftee n movements: Promenade, then The Old Castle,
th en Promenade again, fo ll owed
by the titl e of the next ca nvas. The
audi ence that ·night hea rd how a
painti ng "sounds." W e actua lly
listened to pictures. The mu sic to
th e movement titl ed Children at
Play danced like a scen e from a
child' s backyard . The O x-Cart
had a heavy, plodding beat, and
th e melody rose and fell like a hilly landsca pe. It w as impressive.
Chicks D anci ng in Their Shells
so unded exactl y like chicks dan cing in th eir shells.
W ithin Pictures at an Exhibition the Promenade movements
becae a constantly repeated and
re-wo rked th eme. It w asn' t th ere
on ly to shift th e scene from paintin g to painting. Through modulati o ns a nd e mb e lli shm e nts ,
throu gh altering speed, loudness,
rhythm, or through any other
variation on the them e, w e got to
listen in on the feeli ngs of the looked over t hirty. So the older but you might be surprised by
for just a dolla r. A nd the Stuttga rt
gallery-goer as he turn s away from people aren' t always t hat inhow much classic R & R relates
Chambe r Orc hestra, w hich has
eac h pai nti n g. Promenade teresting to talk to during interm is- back -to music of an earl ier era.
appea red worldwi de, wi ll perchanges in tem perm ent from ex- sion - that's not a major problem. Parallels aren' t always as o utright
form - sa me price, sa me place - in
cited to depressed to puzz led -but But th e turn-out made me w ond er , as ELP' s synthesizers· in th eir ow n
two weeks on Saturd ay, April 4 at
fin ally, as Davi d Bar-lllan plays it wh ether people my age are Pieces at an Exhibition. Music
8 p.m . Find if t he music you like is
at the close of the suite -to a feel- limiti ng the mu sic they liste n to. If can be subtle, it can catch you off
the only music you like. If you get
ing of triumph and growth .
your rad io dial is ru sted over o n your guard . Or, as a friend of a
the chance, listen to something
M r. Bar-lllan played excellently, th e 102. 7 mark you' re missi ng out friend once phrased it: " You
different, for whatever reason
spoke to the audience about his on hearing a whol e spectrum of know, I tried listening to some
-curi osi ty, sneaking suspicions, to
music between playing, and was sound stretch ing from tw ent ieth Mozart, and the cat really w ai ls!"
make your date think you' ve got
even generous enough to play a century to classical. Much of the
class - you can' t say "it' s not my
There are new things to listen to
second encore. His performance music is radically different from
kind of concert" if you haven' t
happening live, cheap, and right
clearly deserved the standing ova- what you may be used to-hearing,
heard one.
in this area. David Bar-lllan' s contion the audience -gave at the
cert was right in Wilkins Theatre
pianist's final bow. In fact, in looking back on the concert, the only
disappointing thing was the audience itself.
There was only a handful ol
famed cellist Pierre Fournier said,
The internationally celebrated Washington Post cited playing
younger people there, and the
"I have experienced. the greatest
Stuttgart Chamber Orchest ra from that is " enchanting."
few I did see I recognized as
''International" is an apt word
of musical joy w ith this orchestra.
Germany,
under
the
baton
of
Karl
the sights at an art gallery - it music majors. Most of the people
I express my sincere good wishes
Muenchinger, will make an ap- in describing the ensemble. The
that they may continue to enrich
pearance in Wilkins Theatre on have made countless successes
the world of music through their
Saturday, April 4. The tour is on tours of Europe, North
under the direction of Columbia America, South American, the
performances.' '
counterpart, One More Dub ..This Artists Management, and the ar- Soviet Union, the Orient and
by David Wuethrich
, This is the fourth and last contists are making their sixth tour of South Africa .
Last year The Clash finally song is played well but too far
cert on our Classical Series this
America.
·
During its distinguished career
broke the ice in America with drawn out. One More Time also
year. The concerts are funded by
many of the greatest instrumen· their double album London Call- features a guest art ist , the
I
Student Organization, Evening
On previous vi sits American talists have performed with the oring. This year's offering is a triple Jamaican reggae singer Mikey
Student Council, and Graduate
music critics have enthusiastically chestra as soloists. The American
Dread .
·
album set called Sandinista! PeoStudent Council.
agreed with their colleagues in born violin ist, Yehudi Menuhin,
Upon listening to Sandinista!
ple who got on the Clash bandThe classical concertss have
wagon after the release of London one might think The Clash is a other parts oft he world. The New declared: " I have never performYork Time s declare d t ha t ed with any chamber orchestra as
been completely sold out. Tickets
political group. Political might not
Calling might not like Sandinista!
" Maestro Muenchinger summon- fl exible and highly polished. The
are still available for the Stuttgart
One thing is for sure, the Jeam of be the right word, topical sounds
Chamber Orchestra if purchased
Strummer, Jones, Headon and better. The group doesn't seem to ed forth performances that w ere whole orchestra plays li ke a great
models of preci sion and elegance. stri ng quartet."
early at the box office, TPA. StuSimonor~ nave made a un ique have a defi nite pol itical stance,
Th is is a superb orchest ra." The
" As a li stener and partici pant,"
dent price is $1.00 per ticket .
but they do w rite about the w orld
record .
Sandinista! featu res many dif- around th em.
They give th ei r feelings about
ferent form s of music. These
form s range from rock to reggae wa r in th e song The Call Up " It's
up to you not to heed the ca ll up/
and from boogie to gospel. ProI don' t wa nt to die! " This is one
bably the most popular song on
the album is Police On M y Back. opin ion most of us share. Most of
It is very reminisce nt of th e Lon- th e reggae songs sing about th e
don Calling album . It' s also th e ' hope of a better wo rl d and th at it
might still be around in years to
onl y song like it o n th e album .
The first song on side one is a come.
Sand inista! has some pleasant
boog ie-like tune called T he
surprises on it. One song called
Magnificent Seven (not to be confused with the o ld Yul Brenner The Sou nd Of Sin ners is an old
fi lm). Paul Simonon shows his time gc:spel song sung by the
raspy-voi ced Joe Strum mer. Guest
bass playing. skills well . in this
player
Mickey
· song. The next track is Hitsville keyboard
U.K. w hic h fea tures the voca l Gallagher's Children do rend italents of Ellen Fo ley. Ivan Meets tions of two old Clash songs, The
G.I. Joe is an apocalypti c song Guns Of Bri xton and Ca reer Opportunities.
about Ru ssia and the U nited
Sandinista! starts out stro ng on
States in a disco setting.
Much of th e t hree album's the first albu m . It stays consistent
mu sic is reggae and dub. D ub is a on the seco nd disk, but on the last
proc ess of usin g e lectro ni c album it slows dow n to a craw l.
reverberations and overdu bbing Sides five and , six are too
ech os to stretch out a song. Th is is repetitive of the rest of the albu m.
So far The Clash have given us
w here th e album fal ls short. These
d ub parts seem to be draw n o ut a two single albums, a do~1ble
littl e too much. One More Time is album set, and a triple album.
a good reggae tune which is im- Wh at does th e future ho ld, a
O ne of the fi ne performances of t he orchestra.
mediately followed by it's dub q uadruple album set maybe?

b y Laura Italiano
Though it was a few days after
the concert, the program w as still
folded over twice in my coat
pocket. I pulled it out, unbent the
creases - underneath " David Barlllan, Pianist" it only listed the
selections played and their composers - the music' s title and
author, but nothing about th e
music itself. W ell, this was n' t any
help in writi ng a review.
I tri ed to remember other concert critiqu es. Agai n the same problem . Only rea lly ai ry catch
phrases came to mind - like "exq u i sit e
ex ec ution ,"
a nd
" elaborate to nal surface" - aga in
just names and again no help at
all. Besides . that, I've always
wond ered wh eth er the people
who used these st range sayings
actuall y knew what th ey meant.
So, before you turn th e page in
sea rch of li ghter readi ng fa re, I
promose not to repri nt Mr. Barlllan's resume or talk about his
tonal surface.
Said simply, the performance
was simply outstanding. I rea lly
enjoyed it. The music ranged
widely from classical to contem porary; with the fi nal clea n chord
of a Chopin Etude being answ ered .
to almost irreverently by th e
dissonance and intricate rhythms
of a modern work by Robert
Starer. The playing ranged w idely
from forceful to delicate; with the
silence of a well placed pause
becom ing just as moving as a
movement played with strength .
My favorite piece in the concert
was the twenty-minute work Pictures at an Exhibition. (An aside
to Emerson, Lake and Palmer
fans: yes,,its the same piece as the
track on the album of the same
name, only a composer named
Modest Musorgski orginially
wrote it as a piano suite ju$f about
100 years ago.)
·
The work is a musical version of

The Clash: Sandinista!

Stuttgart ·chamber Orchestra_
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woman-space

Ftiture Focus

by Thomas Devaney
Human beings are the product
of hundreds of millions of years of
evolution, a process which has
only recently been outpaced by
mankind's alteration of his own
environment in the form of rapid
technological change. Natural
selection, geared to adapt man to
his surroundings over periods
thousands of years, has been
rendered ineffectually slow due to
changes so drastic that in one
lifetime travel has advanced from
the horse and buggy to the Apollo
moon rocket. The human mind
now must assimilate and use
more information in a period of
one year than our ancestors absorbed in the course of an entire
lifetime. So much data must be
processed that it would be helpful
to be able to think of three or four
things at the same time, but
millions of years on the savannas
and in the forests has geared our
minds to give full attention to ooly
one thought at a time.
However, work is presently being done which will soon narrow
the gap between our complex

of

world and our natural ability to
cope with it. Through a combination of drugs, surgical implants, ·
and genetic engineering scientists
will be able to effect evolutionary
changes in man over a period of
less than a decade.
There is now a drug known as
vasopressin which is a proven
memory enhancer. It merely has
to be inhaled in order to be taken
into the body. In controlled experiments, vasopressin has been
found to help amnesia victims
recover their memory and t-o
reverse some of the effects of
senility. However, exactly how it
works remains a mystery,
1 although it is acknowledged that
it interacts in some way with the
pituitary gland, and its beneficial
effects are permanent. There are
some mild side effects in the form
of higher blood pressure and
more rapid heart beat, but these
problems could be avoided as
long as the vasopressin is administered in very small doses
over long periods of time.
Implanting mini computers in
the brain is another technique or

by Linda lamer

device that could be used to improve human response to com plexity. These minute computer
implants would be placed in the
areas of the brain associated with
memory and thought processes.
Instead of having to go through
years of training in fields such as
mathematics and physics, a person would only have to receive an
implant or have an already inplaced computer reprogrammed.
This, however, is quite a number
of years away, although electrodes in the brain could do wonders to enhance brain functioning right now.
But will people want to go this
far? It is a possibility that this
scheme could turn us into a Skinnerian society where thoughts
would be · controlled by the
authorities, and free will would be
eliminated . The implants wou'l d
be controlling the thoughts rather
than the thoughts controlling the
implants. The brain computers
could turn into tolls to enslave the
mind : it is possibilities such as this
which make this alternative less
than desirable.

Spanish Repetory To Perform
Tennessee Williams' ''The Glass Menagerie
The Student Activities Department's Co-Curricular Program
Board presents: Repertorio
Espanol.
La gran compania de teatro
hispano, en New York, "Repertorio Espanol," ha sido designada
para repres'entar a los Estado
Unidos de Norteamerica, mediante una gira por doce paises
Latino-Americanos, entre los que
se encuentran : Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, Costa Rica,
Nicaragua, Panama, Colombia,
Republica
Dominicana,
Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru y
Bolivia .

Esta designacion, demu estra
cuanto se aprecia la labor qu e
rea liza este grupo teatral. Es la
primera vez que, un grupo de
teatro espanil, representa a este
pais y aunque pa race facil, resu lta
dificil logra rl o.
Los H ispa n o -Am e ri canos
debemos sentirnos orgullosos del
exito de este grupo, que, por
muchos anos, ha ofrecido a la
comunidad hi spa na, una actuacion envidiable, un teatro tan
bueno, que no lo hay mejor en
muchos de esos paises que

visitaran.
Para su gira, Repertorio Espanol
ha escogido obras que han tenido
gran exito y an las cuales ha incluido dos del teatro norteamericano: "los Fantasticos" y "Mundo de Cristal," de Tennessee
Williams.
El exito de Repertorio Espanol,
lo consideramos muy nuestro,
pues aunque seamos parte de los
hispanos, que, en este New York

Women in Administration
According to a recent article in
the New York Times, women
have been discrimated against in
·educational administration for a
long time. While some cite
declining enrollment as a factor,
others suggest that commitment
to affirmative action has been ineffective.
I has been noted that a commit,
ment to affirmative action in hiring female administrators is
necessary in the name of fairness,
but also to provide good role
models. " A child would have to
be a fool today not to notice that
the people speaking with authority today are males," comments
one administrator. If male and
female candidates are equally
qualified for administrative positions, then stronger efforts must
be made to equalize the siruation .
Prejudice against women as administrators often dissipates with
on-the-job experience; the image
of the ineffective, wishy-washy
female or the aggressive "bitch"
is recognized as a myth. People
who have worked with women
administrators are usually very
positive about their bosses. To

quote one typical reaction :
"Women are superior to men adm in i st rators in many ways .
They' re not the egomaniacs ml'n
are . By natural instinct, they are
more patient and willing to compromise ."
But maybe th r y
shouldn't - maybe they step
back when _thpy shouldn't.
We' d like soml' feedback from
our readers. What is your exp e rience with women administrators? Please address your
comments to the Campus Center
for .Women, StudPnt ActivitiPs
Building, SA 114, or call us at extension 2296.
Please Note: FUTURE WOMAN
TALK PROGRAMS * * *
Wednesdays At Noon
April 1 - " Scared Straight: Fear
in the Deterrence of Crime," Dr.
Sidney Langer
April 8 • "Sexual Dysfu~ction:
Male and Female" Dr. Esther
Krueger
Notice To Women Students
There are several openings in
our ongoing weekly support and
self-awareness groups. We run
groups for the undergraduate student as well as the graduate and
non-traditional age student. Contact the Campus Center for
Women for further information .

ISA BUS TRIP

presentation, whether because of
the language or because of Mr.
Buch's direction, the flow of
dialogue seems to rise to peaks of
declamation from passages that
move quickly along in even-toned
flow. This makes the dramatic
moments more dramatic ... "

Tickets for the bus trip to Washington D.C. on
April 3, 1981 are now available. The price of the
tickets are $3 .50.
So far, there has been an overwhelming response
to this trip, therefore, tickets will be distributed on a
first come, first serve basis. Students who already
signed up are urged to pay for their tickets by the
latest Thursday, March 26.
The following people can be contacted for tickets:
Carol McBean - 527-2888
Pat Downer - 277-2374
Julie Gentile - Office of Special Students Services
Bookstore Building - 527-2015
Margarit Shahbazian - 527-2678
The bus will be leaving from the TPA Building
(Wilkins Theater) at 6:30 a.m.

The Glass Menagerie sits well iA
its Spanish home, and the company is to be commended for its
eagerness to bring theater of all
trabajan, luchan y suenan, no · provenance to its Spanishpodemos - evitar que nuestra speaking audiences. Would that
cubania se imponga y Repertorio we had more of the same in
Espanol esta dirigido, orientado y English!"
presentado por la communidad
The event is free and no ti ckets
cubana.
are required .
Th e Co-C urri cu lar Program
Board w il l present the Spa nish
Repertory Theat re Compa ny of
New Yo rk perfo rming the Tennessee W iliams' classic, The Glass
Menagerie totall y in Spanish. The
performance wi ll take place on
Tu esday, April 7, 1981 at 8:15
p.m. in the Littl e Theatre.
The production has received
rave notices from critics on the
Broadway circuit. In its review of
Interested in a career in
The Glass Menagerie, The New
the clinical laboratory?
York Times says, " In its current

OLLEGE

1ors

METPATH SCHOOL of
LABORATORY MEDlaNE
If you have a b.ic_h elor's degree with a strong bac kground in the sciences ,
you may be eligible for the one-year, AMA/ CAHEA accredited medical
techno :ogy program of the MetPath Schoo l of Laboratory Medicine.
Appl ications are now being accepted for course work beginning
September 7, 1981 . The c urriculum includes intense study in :

✓

•
•
•
•

BIOCHEMISTRY
HEMATOLOGY
IMMUNOLOGY
BLOOD BAN KING

• URINALYSIS
• PARASITOLOGY
• BACTERIOLOGY
•MYCOLOGY

The program emphasizes state-of-t he-art tech no logy and is directed
toward la boratory careers in man agement and supervision .
ln terested indivi duals may obta in further info rmation f rom the Career
Placem_ent Off ice, or con tact d irectly the MetPath In st itute for Med ica l
Ed ucation :
·

so·Commerce Way
Hackensack, NJ 07606
Phone: (201) 488-1070
APPLICATION DEADLINE: MAY 1, 1981
A

. Ofelia Gonalez as Amanda Wingfield and Yolanda Arenas as her
daughter laura in Repertorio Espanol's production "The Glass
Menagerie" by Tennessee Williams. Directed by Rene Buch.

The School encourages applications from all studants without
regard to ser, race, color, religion, national or ethnic origin .
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The Second Reunion: The Original Blues
by Ted Rudnicki
While some of Gotham cities
(N.Y.C.) "party crowd" were
reluctantly slamming the last few
rusty nails into a weary 1981 St.
Patrick's Day (Dewar's Day tomsome), an equally exuberant
crowd wer eagerly awaiting an
end to such AmPrikan trivia. The
crowd that I speak of were an,tici pati ng the arrival of a
musical/religo even.I eight years in
its revival.
The vent ws the 2nd Reunion
Conte rt of the Original Blues Project. The place, one of Manhatten' s primo (if not its ultimate
msuci hall, Bond's International
Casino locatd on the corner of
Broadway and 45th. Who they?
About as curiously refreshing as a
warm Dr. Pepper ala lemon? How
wrong you are I can only guess.
1965-1967 Calling
The group I found so god

damned OUT-A-SIGHT were cutting an awesome reputation when
most current Indy readers were
playing in mud puddles and wip,
ing their nose on mommy's
apron. There are som things
(chronological) age never can
change. The Blues Project revealed the truth of that phrase to a
3,000 + Bond's audience and
countless St. Pat's night listeners
of WPLJ.f.M. radio. PLS on that
night, with help from D. Jockey
Richard Neer, recovered from it's
usual 'crock of rock' amnesia to
broadcast the reunion Live.
The legendary Blues Project
five man combination stood for
only 3 years, 1964-196i'._. 'The
originals' reli::ased only four
albums for the Verve/Forecast
label before going many separate
ways in 1%8. Al Kooper (session
man for 8. Dylan LP. ''Highway

Frank Strozier Quartet
The Student Activities Jazz
Series ts proud to present the
Frank Strozier Quartet in concert on Monday, April 6, 1981
at 8: 15 pm in the Little
Theatre.
Alto Saxophonist Frank
Strozier has generated a large
amount of critical acclaim
throughout his twenty-year
career. During recent performances in London, he was
praised by the London Times
for his "endless flow of ideas"
and labeled "a natural blues
player."

In 1971 , Strozier won the
Talent Deserving Wider
Recognition Award in Down
Beat magazine's International
Critics Poll.
Over the span of 20 years,
Mr. Strozier has worked with
Jazz greats suth as Miles Davis,
Woody Shaw, Don Ellis and
Shelly Manne.
The Frank Strozier Quartet's
performance is free, and open
to everyone. For an enjoyable
night of music contact the Student Activities Office for further infbrmation.

~TIONZ
Every Wednesday

Starting April 1st

April 1st
Free Champagne
*Non Stop Dancin'
& Partying With
Strutter & DJ Todd

*

*

2 For 1 Pass
Admit 2 for the Price of One with this Ad

hours of dance & boogie tunes the
climax arrived as expected with
the contagious " Wake Me, Shake ·
Me" .... "don't let me sleep too
long. Try tomake it in, two times,
before the morning birds call.. .".
Oh what a thrill!
Peronally I keep my distance
from the ' Reunion' type concert
for many reasons. One is due to
the fact that not all · original
players care to reunite for the sake
of old times, money, or new
groupies. Plus one or two absent
members can dilute the original
familiar formula beyond comparative recognition . Also old
'bad blood' may surface on stage
and dampen a performance .
Often individual musical styles
coul dhave lead ex-members far
afield! And most often, reunited
players experience ' memory
lapse' whil~ searching for that
bygone, elusive definitive group
harmony. The frustration of
'working it out' usually leaves all
but the most fanatical fan feeling
cheated. Better to stick with the
records ....
But as for the Blues Project,
" No Time like the Right Time",
says it all. Check them fellas out in
your favorite record shop. Discs
"Blues Protect Live at Cafe Au Go
Go - 66" ; " Blues Project/Projections - 66" ; Blues Project at Town
Hall - 67".
" The right time is now ... ". See
you in '88.

The Liberated Man At ·Kean
'Dr. Farrell explains. "Women
conflict between her body being
often make the mistake of saying
the means to attract economic
to men ' how would you like to be
support and her desire to be
looked at as a piece of ass?' Men
something more than a sex obsay 'I'd love it.' That's because for
ject. The men's beauty contest
us, as men, oµ bodies seldom
lets men EXPERIENCE what it's
threaten to become the central like to depend on their body at
means of our identiy. It's an ADthat level. And experience what
DITION to our central identity. it's like to compete and be reMost women, though, un- jected on that basis."
consciously pick up from ads that
"On the other hand," observes
their bod y is the primary resource
Farrell, who like Tevia in Fiddler
they have to attract a man - and on the Roof, is forever balancing
therefore to attract much of 'one perspective with another,
THEIR ECONOMIC SUPPORT "few women experience what it's
FOR THE REST OF THEIR LIVES. like to put their egos on the line
The stakes for women, therefore, sexually. Men risk rej ection as
ar ehigher. So when a woman is much as 80-85 times per first sexfocued on as a sex object it feeds ual encounter with a woman.
into the co nfli ct within herself -the That's a lot of vulnerabillty," Farrell rca ll s. " I believe every man
understands that · if he turns a
Every Thurs.
woman into a sex object that IT
· All Heinekens, Iced
WILL HURT A LOT LESS TO BE
Teas, Kamikazes
REJECTED BY AN OBJECT THAN
$1.00 ALL N/TE
IT WILL BE TO BE REJECTED BY A
FULL ' HUMAN BEING. So long as
Appearing Every
men are the only ones to risk reThurs .. The
jection! hey will be the sex in
need of objectifying the other."
D'r Farrell then asks for women to
experience what it is like to put
their egos on the line. He does
thi s by facilitating the audience in
a role reversal "date." •
These experiences follow a
discussion of how the male life cycle and the female life cycle lead
predictably to divorce. Of how
traditional male-female sexuality
makes pornography inevitable,
prostitution inevitable, and, in the
extreme, leads predictably . to
rape. Farrell and the audience explore alternatives in an open
Marcil 27
Sat., March 2 8
discussion.
Warren Farrell has been conThe
ducting programs on male/female
issues for ten years. Alan Alda has
said of his work "it is an incrediThe
ble, impactful and meaningful exBetween The Sets
perience." United Press cal led
Dance With DJ Todd
The Liberated Man book "the
most important and incisive piece
MOTIONZ
925 Springfield Ave.
Irvington
of social commentary in more
in the Coronet Building
Parkway Exit 143
375-1600
than three decades."
A Men's Liberation evening,
hosted by Dr. Warren Farrell,
author of The liberated Man, will
be at the Townsend L~cture on
Tuesday, March 31, at 8:15 in the
Wilkins Theatre. Free tickets are
available in the Student Activities
Office and the Box Office.
A MEN ' S beauty contest? A rol e
reversa l date? All of thi s is part of
an " Experience with Dr. Warren
Farrell. " Dr. Farrell is the author
of The Liberated Man, a men's
liberat ion classic. He has appeared some seven times on the
Phil Donahue Show and has been
called by Newsweek "the guru of
men's 'liberation."
"Every woman is part of a beauty contest every day of her life,"

Make ·Your Moves At

Grand Opening
Wednesday Champagne
Party

...

Waiting, Waiting ....
The band was publicized to
play two long sets at · 11 :30. They
didn't appear until a few after the
'witching hour' , (more silly
Amerikan trivia) . No matter
though, the Bond D.J. was supplying vintage tunes of yester (Yardbyrds, Animals, and the Crazy
World of Arthur Brown of "Fire"
fame) . And now, (the Ramones,
Dictators etc. .. ). All for the good
of hands, head and feet. Plus the
club's 'seeing is tripping'
light/laser/inflatable special effects
supplied various colors and yes,
cheap thrills. Finally, show time.
" Goin' Down Louisiana" was
the opening number. Katz on
harp hiding a ~h ,t eating grin and
Danny Kalb, trying not to overexert his 300 pound frame, singing
an up tempo country blues. Closing my eyes, it felt like 1965, the
band was on its way. One more
fast-paced dynamic blues follow-

ed, this time a Muddy Waters
composition "Two Trains Running" . Shit I said, these guys mean
to ha.ve a good time! They played
like every good boy from
Brooklyn should play the blues.
The band in its day was never
afraid to break new instrumental
ground and they rekindled that
spirit with a. rendition of my
favorite Project ballad "Flute
Thing" . Andy Kulberg composed
the tune anp played an intricate
'reverbled' flute melody.
From the shape of things one
would never guess that the band
had not played together before ar
audience since the 1st reunion
way back in 1973, Central Park.
Luckily that date was recorded
and still available in album form .
Al Kooper emerged as defacto
band leader and won 'corny joke
captain' status with between song
small talk like ... "Here is another
one from '67 ....,a real psychedelicacy". " No Time Like The
Right Time" from the live at
Town Hall album." After this long
number ("More Than You' ll Ever
Know ... a B,S & T song) we' re
gonna take a break and go and
shoot-up. With Vic's Sinex! Plese
Al, cut it out and play. Fast fingers
Danny Kalb took a very direct
poke at Ronald Reagan's contemptible mission in El Salvador
when he dedicated "If You Go
(Down There) , I'll Go Too" to
Ronnie hisself. After a good 3

FEATURES

STRUTTER.

*

61 Revisited" 65)1 keyboard,
organ, singer and Steve Katz
guitar, harp both founded Blood,
Sweat and Tears in '68. Andy
Kulberg, bassist, flutist split to
form Seatrain. Danny Kalb, lead
wizard guitar loved the blues right
into 1981. And Roy Blumenfled,
drummer, kept smashing· his kit
waiting for Godot (or someone
like him). An exciting band then,
one that combined blues and rock
patterns no pop group ,had tried
before, exciting still to this day.

OTION

Non Stop Rock Dancin
Every Wed, Thurs, Fri, Sat.
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It's,Oscar Time Again
Ame rican Pri ncess" joins the Arby Jeanne Marie Ahrens
my; Coal Miner's Daughter, the
It's t hat time again! Tomorrow
life st9ry of country singe r Loretta
night mi llions of people wi ll be
Lynn; Inside Moves, the story of a
glu ed to the ir televisio n sets to
wa tch and see w ho wi ll wi n the _grou p of hand icapped men w ho
hang out at a bar in O ak land and
Osca rs.
w hat happens to them; Tess, the
The Osca rs go back to 1929
adapted film versio n of the nove l
w hen al l the movies were sil ent.
Now it is rare fo r us·to see a silent of the sa me name; along w ith The
Stuntman, Gloria; Kage Musha;
movie in the Osca rs.
Last Metro; Moscow Does Not
Tomorrow ni ght' s aw ards w ill
Believe in Tears; The Nest; Blue
lj>e presented fo r, among others,
Lagoon; The Formula; The ComBest Picture, Best D irector, Best
Foreign Fi lm, Best Actor, Best Ac- petition; Fame; Nine To Five;
Honeysuckle Rose; Altered States
tress, Cinematography, Editing,
Best O ri gi nal Song and Best and The Empire Strikes Back.
Twen t-six in all and (I give up
Origi nal Score.
The Osca r, which is ma nufac- w riting a litt le about eac h due to a
lack of space) on ly a lucky few
tured by Dodge Trophi es, is composed of so me un know n mate rial will· wi n Osca rs.
Start ing off the nomi nees fo r
w hi ch is elect roplated fi rst by copBest Film is The Elephant Man
pe r than gold. Oscar is 13" htgh
and is eight pounds in weight , and Raging Bull. Both have also.
although he isn' t wort h muc h, the been nominated in fo ur ot her
catego ries eac h. Also fo r Best Picsenti menta l va lue is price less.
The movies involved in thi s ture is- Coal Miner's Daughter,
year's Ocars are: Raging Bull, the Ordinary ~eople and Tess. O ur
.sto ry of fig hter Jack LaM otta; The Spo rts Coordinator, Joe Pietanza,
Great Santini, w here a super- thinks that Raging Bull will w in,
macho M arin e Corps daddy tri es however I feel it w ill be The
to shape hi s sw eet boy into a Elephant Man.
1
On the top of the nominees for
ruthl ess man; The Elephant Man,
the tru e life story of John Merick, Best Actor is Robert DeNiro, Raga severely deformed man and hi s ing Bull; Robert Duvall , The
search for dignity; Tribute, a Great Santini; John Hurt, The
, typical middle-aged theatre man Elephant Man; Jack Lemmon,
me~ses up hi s marriage and his Tribute, and Peter O'Toole, The
son judges him too strongly; Or- Stuntman. I'm -in agreement with
dinary People, a suicidal teenager Joe that Robert DeNiro will caphas to deal with his brother's ture this award .
Goldie Hawn, Private Bendeath while his mother really
doesn ' t care ; Melvin and jamin; Ellen Burstyn, ResurrecH()ward, tells what might have tion; Mary Tyler Moore, Ordinary
happened if the man named in People; Gena Rowlands, Gloria;
the famous " Mormon Will" was and Sissy Spacek, Coal ,Miner's
really telling the truth; Resurrec- Daughter are the nominees for
Best Actress, This is a tough one,
- tion, what really .happens when
it's between Mary Tyler Moore
!'die" and then come back?
[)o _ you then have healing and Goldie · Hawn. I' ll choose
Mary Tyler Moore, Ordinary Peopowers?; Private Benjamin,· what

you-

·. h~~pens · wheh · a "lewish

~ine :·

l)le.

'

ro Five Escape

by Linda Wilson
and Christopher Bober
There are many comedies in
theaters today, but none are like
Nine To Five. What makes Nine
To Five so unique is that it is a
corriedy about three secretaries, A
secretary' s job may n_ot sound
uniq_
ue, but when they are Lily
Tomlin, Jane Fonda and Dolly
Parton, the tables literally turn.
The sotry begins with Judy' s
(Jane Fonda) first day at work . She_
is faced with many frustrations,
such as a copying machine that
print~ 1000 copies when she only
wanted- one, and she has a male
chauvani stic boss to put us w ith as
well . Vi olet (Lily Tomlin), another
secretary worki ng at Consolidated
Compa ni es, is a go-fo r whose
ideas become the bosse~ ow n. O n
the other hand -there is Dora Lee
(Doll y Parton), whose tight
dresses during dictati on causes
the boss to drop many a pencil
over his desk in an effort to glance
at her assets. By the end of the
day, all three women decide to go
to a local bar and drown out their
frustrations. All three would love
to get rid of their boss.
With the help oi some pot , they
begin to fantasize about how each
one would love to get rictof th eir
boss, Mr. Hart. Jud y im agi nes him

in a jungle, (the office) where she
must hunt him down with a gun.
Violet's fantasy is a Walt Disney
situation in which she is Snow
White and poisons the boss's coffee while ali the little charar.ters
give her a hand in her devious
deed. Dora Lee's fantasy is that
she would like to rope him up like
a steer as she is a cow girl in her
dream.
When the fantasies are over,
that which is imagined almost
come vue by mistake, and the
three panic when they think they
have killed their boss. Mr. Hart
find s out about their accident
throu g h an in fo rmant and
threatens to ca ll the po li ce. It is
then that Dora Lee 'must decided
to rope hi m up in his house, as the
three deci de to make some
changes at th e office. Th eir
changes amount to more pay,
remodeling the office furniture,
-and chaning work hours to make
people more productive .
Even if you have never worked
in an office before, Nine To five is
an exce ll ent movie to escape from
you r troubles. If you do work in
an office, then you can take notes. ·
Of course · what happens in a
movie ca n neve r happen in reality, but it's best to· be p repared.

Join The Indy

The College Library

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS
by Yvonne McCray
The Coll ege Lib rary has a
wealth of materials to compleme nt o r supp lement the traditio nal books and maga zin es
basica lly requ ired in coll ege-level
work . We know that books can
be t raced thru the card cata log.
W e know that magazi ne articles
can be traced thru Ind ex sources
located in the Refere nce Dept.
We know also that the magazines
ca n be found in the Periodicals
and Refere nce- Periodicals areas
of our Col lege Library. But how
do we fi nd pictures, audio-visua ls,
kits or ot her resource tools? Ask!
The fol lowin g info ·is a parti al
reprint of a broch ure that I had
printed up for the Education Services Program of the College
Moving on to the next set of
Library;
nomin ees. For Best Directo r here
LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER
again is The Elephant Man
(LRC)
di rected by David Lynch; Robert
The Lea rning Resource Center
Redford, Ordinary People; Martin
(LRC) is a speciali zed supplemenSco rcese, Raging Bull; Richard
tal circulating co llec tion of
Rush, The Stuntman and Roma n
manipu lat ive - hands on tools,
Po lanski, Tess. I'd li ke to see The
games arid kits. The co llection
Elephant Man wi n this aw ard . . also incl udes musica l instruments,
David Lynch had to have put in a
mi sc. equipment and audiovisua ls
lot of effo rt w ith th e special efas well as the tradit ional books,
fects.
texts, and cu rricu lum guides.
Best Original Song is the last
The collection is arranged by
category I will attempt to gu ess subject only.
the winner of. Here the song
Example*; A book on making
" Fame", the suu ndtrack to the puppets would be in the Crea!ive
movie of the same, name; " Nine Arts section .
to Five" from the movie of the
A kit of the Metric System
ame name; "On The Road
would be in the Math section .
Again", Honeysuckle Rose; "Out
A record of pronunciation
Here On My Own ", Fame; and
would be in the Language Arts
"People Alone" , The Competisection .
tion. My choice is " Nine To Five"
With the assistance of the LRC
Subject Catalog the patron can
sung by Dolly Parton .

Those up fo r nomination for
Best Suppo rti ng Actress are:
Eileen Brennan, Private Benjamin; Eva LeGallien ne, Resurrection; Cat hy Moria rty, Raging
Bull; and M ary Steenburgen ,
Melvin and Howard. Here I pick
Eva LeGall ien ne, Resurrectioh .
Next is Best Supporti ng Actor.
Thi s should be very close. Judd,
Hi rsch and Timothy Hutto n, Ordinary People, both have a
chance at receivi ng the award, yet
w ill most likely ca nce l eac h ot her
out leaving the w inner's spot up
fo r grabs by Micheal O ' Keefe, The
Great Santini; Joe Pesc;i, _Raging
Bull and Jason Robards, Melvin
and Howard. My choice here is
Joe Pesci, Raging Bull.
·

determine whether he wants pri nt
or no n-print media or both in any
giveh subject searc h. In addition
to the subject categories, the
catalog has a listing of the Fil m,
Fi lmstrip, Record and Tape Collect ions w hich have not been assinged to a specific subj ect area .
LRC materia ls circulate 1 week
at a time w ith a current library
ca rd.
PICTURE COLLECTION
The Picture Coll ecti on housed
in the CMC area covers a wide
range of topics from Alice in
Won derla nd to . Painters A- Z to
Transportation . The coll ection incl udes 2 series: The lnternatinal
Portrait Gallery and Pictures-onFile as w ell as newspaper and
magazine clippings.
The Picture Coll ectio n circulates with current library c~rd
with the exception of pictures
designated CMC.
SOCIAL STUDIES FILE
The Social Studies File is a collect ion of docume nts including
maps and chart notes on famous
people and topics.
Example: folde r o n Mary,
Queen of Scots, fo lder on Battle
of Britain.
Th is coll e~tion is govern ed by
the policies of CMC (circulation
during a cla ss hqur only).
INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCE
CENTER (IRC)
The In structional Resource
Center (IRC) located in Hutchinson Hall may be consult~d for addi ti o na I curricular/teaching
resources . " The Center's
resources include instrucitonal

(Continued on page 13)

-·.Equus_Coming To Kean
i by Amy G. Goldner
After seeing "Equus" performed on Broadway, Dr. Jason Teran
decided he was going to some
day direct the show here at Kean .
That day has arrived.
On March 10, 1981 , Auditions
for "Equus" were held. Approximately fifty people read for many
different roles.
"Equus" is a play involving a
young man · named Alan Strang
and his uncontrollable obsession
with horses. This role will be portrayed by Seth Newfeld. Alan is
admitted to an institute for
psychiatric
attention .
A
psych iatrist named Martin Dysart,
a very tender and understanding
man who wants to get to the root
of Alan's problem, will be portrayed by Joe Bev. Frank Strang,
Al an's father, w ho som etim es
does not understand him, will be

portrayed by William Melillo.
Alan's mother Dora Strang, a very
religious woman, will 'be played
by Cathleen Tully. Hesther
Salomon, who brings Alan ,to
Dysart, will be portrayed by Lorraine Lanigan . The nurse who attends to Alan while he is in the institue will be portrayed by Alison
Nead. Harry Dalton, a stable
owner who hires Alan to attend
the horses, will be played by Edward Carrion. Lily Ann Reynolds
will portray Jill Mason, a young
woman who works at the stables
along with Alan . Nugget, the
horse Alan adores, will be portrayed by Jim Cronin. The other
horses that live in Harry Dalton' s
Stables will be played by Mike
Finnegan, Al Wollerman, Jim
Jahnsen, Dorothy Bailey, Peter
Cummings aAd Brian Hanlon.
John Fashtak w ill be directin g the

mime used in the show.. This will

be very interesting to watch and
see how John and the actors
create the reality of live horses on
stage. The set design will be
created by Dr. Robert Harper
who has done fine work on all
Kean College Theatre Series Pro,ductions.

Come and see "Equus". The
peformance dates are May 7th,
8th & 9th at 8:00 p.m. in the
Wilkins' Theatre (TPA). There will
matinees on May 8th at 1:00
p.m . and a Senior Citizens
Matinee on May 10th at 2,00 p.m .
(all are invited to come to the
Matinee) .

be

Tickets will goons ale the third
week in April an"d can be purchased at the Wilkins' Theatre Box Offi ce. For more ticket information
phone 52 7-2 33 7.
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by Mike Kinney
_
This article is dedicated to Frank
Ott .
Fo'r any of you who happened
to read my article last week, I
thank you. For any of you who
took my advice and went to
Belmar in search of Steve Gepp's ______
Pub, you can find me in the Indy -•----office with a look · of embarrassment on my face and ·size ten
sneaker in my mouth .
You see, Gepp's had closed
down several weeks before I had
actually written the column and
obviously not knowing that fact, I
forged ahead and wrote it
anyway.
If you could have just seen the look of demorali zation on my face
and felt the anger in my heart
when Kea n Pub bartender Frank
Ott told me of thi s it would have:
(A) Caused you to feel a tinge of
pain to witness a fellow student in
such a state of grief and anxiety.
(B) Hurt you so, that you would
have bought me a beer and tell ship is amazing, yet at the san:ie
me not to worry about it.
tim e somewhat disheartening.
(C) Made your day so much that
The outstanding jukebox is
you would have laughed at me gone, the rowdy " locals" are
and ca lled me names, ca usi ng my hiding and the "specials" have
face to turn red.
disappeared somewhere into the
Frank chose the third choi ce as salty air of Central Jersey.
he gave me the news on St.
Dark brown pan eling, wall to
Patty's Day afternoo n in the pub, wa ll carpet (can you beli eve it?)
too late fo r me to change the and softer li ghts and music have
story. (I knew I should have tip- replaced the simp licity of it's
ped him a week ea rli er).
predecessor. Ryan's is now a fi ne
place to bring a date o r a few
Anyway, I decided to " hit the friends to enjoy several drinks
shore" Friday eveni ng and see for amidst a quiet relaxing settin g.
myself what has transposed from (That excludes amost every si ngl e
Gepp's Pub. Knowing that I person I know) . After ordering
couldn't stay there long without a beers (1 .1o bottle, 75•-pilsner) the
tear coming to my eyes, myself bartender actually placed the
and a few friends decided we glasses or:i the bar and filled them
would " make a night of it" at the one third of the way! The last time
Jersey Shore.
I saw that was in a Robert Redford
Ryan's has now replaced the movie.
watering hole on Main Street and
In actuality Ryan's is a terrific
7th Ave. in Belmar. The change in place to go for drinks (1 .25-1.50)
decor, atmosphere and customer- and food but unless you've got

-•---111---,!la

a

nothing better to do, not on a Friday evening.
Knowing that friends from Kea n
(see, Mike, Ali ce and Diana, I told
you I would mention your names)
were going to be in th e Deal Pub
we decided we would disperse.
With our -om nipresent six-pack
we drove fu rth er north to , Main
Street in Deal. FFOm Belmar you
simp ly take Highway 71 NORTH
in Asbury Park, w here it turns into
Main Street. The next town is
Deal and you ca n find "The Pub"
on the left-hand side about a mile
from the Asbury border.
Upon walking into The Deal
Pub I immediately obtained the
feeling that I belonged here. The
only problem was convincing my
three friends that they too belonged. That task took all of four
words; I'm buying first round.
The three fellow-classmates I
had mentioned before had
already arrived, situated at a

choice coner of the bar. Before I
could introduce the two groups to
one another, I was alrady introdu ced to a se lection' from the
fine jukebox, an air of friendliness
in the crowd and a cold bottle of
" Bud" .
The Deal Pub gives every possible indication that t his is just a
worthy neighborhood "hangout"
to co ngregate wit h friends, "shoot
the bull " and enjoy.
While the music flows, so too
will the beers or drinks from
bartender John, as he will keep a
close eye on you to make sure
you're filled .
Alcohol prices are reasonable
with mugs, bottled beer and mixed drinks being 75•, $1.00 and
$1.50, respectively.
There is also a downstairs section to the pub which, accordihg
to one local, "jumps" on various
nights.
Although our stay wasn't long,

it was a pleasa nt one as we
departed to center our next point
of incursion on The Stone Pony
on Ocean Ave. in Asbury Park.
We decided the only way to conclude the evening would be to see
a love rock-band perform: We
did, in the names of "Stir Crazy"
and "Tulsa".
Although admission price is
$3 .00 it is understandable and expected as many places will charge
up to $5.00 just to poke your head
through the door.
If- you have never visited The
Pony it is rather large with four
bars and a fairly sizable dance
floor for " strutten' yer stuff".
Although it is quite crowded on
a weekend , the mood is fantastic
as people dance, drink and enjoy
the music. Stir Crazy and Tulsa
were a force in the good time as
they performed with the " ponies"
until 3 A.M.
Thourhgout the _week "The
Pony" also highlights such Jersey
rock favorites as Beaver Brown,
Cats On A Smooth Surface, Baby
Blue, Holme and a score of
others.
·
D irectly across from the Asbury
Boardwalk, The Pony is a superb
rock haven for all of you music
lovers. Although The · Pony is the
most expensive bar writte n of in
tod ay's arti cle (bottled beer
$1 .50, drinks $2.00, $2.25) it is
also probably the " wildest" as
dancing, drinking and just plain
" raising hell" are par for the
course.
Exit off 102 on the parkway and
follow signs to Asbury Park
(Beach). From there you can
either turn' left on Main to The
Deal Pub or find The Stone Pony
on Ocean Ave., Asbury.
Take some time within the next
few weekends and visit a few of
the "shore spots".
And take mine and Frank's
word for it; this time they will be
open!

fill

A. Tribute To Atlanta's Slain Children
I

The Concerned Black Personnel chapters throughout the United
Personnel such Sorors of Delta Chapter. Laurie Jackson serves as
of Kean College requested that States, into Africa and in Haiti . Sigma Theta as Dr. Cathy Dorsey- President of the Delta Zeta
Vice President Vera Farris and
Gaines in Early Childhood Educa- Chapter, Teresa Baskerville is
Kean's Vice President, Dr. Vera
President Nathan Weiss lead a Farris, became a Delta at
tion, Beverly Berry of The E.E.O. Vice President, Betty Dixon is
. college-wide tribute to the twenty Tuskegee Institute in Alabama,
Program , Sharon Foushee of The Treasurer, Celeste Robinson is .
or· more slain children in Atlanta, where she served as president of
E.E.O . Program , and Lois Richard- Secretary. Michelle Allen is FinanGeorgia. The tribute - which in- the lnstitute 's Gamma Tau
son in The Counseling Center. cial Secretary, and Denise Brown
volves wearing symbolic green Chapter. Kean College is proud to
The undergraduate Deltas at Kean is Dean Of Pledges.
ribbons and signing a petition to have among its Concerned Black
The Sorors of Delta Sigma Theta
College belong to The De°lta Zeta
President Ronald Reagan - is being sponsored nationally by Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority . Thi s
prestigious and historic Black
Sorority is coordinating efforts to
end these heinous crim es again.,!
Atlanta's Black population, and to
ease the trauma of thi s Am erican
Community in cri sis.
Dr. Vera Kin g Farris, Vice
Presidnet For Academic Affairs at
Kean, is a Soror of Delta Sigma
Theta, and on Thursday, M arch
12, 1981 , she and Dr. Nath an
·~
Weiss, President of Kean,
vanguarded Kean's involveme.nt
in this national tribute to the slain
~
children of Atlanta. Dr. Farris and
Dr. We iss were ' joined by Jan
Jackson, Convenor of Concl".rr:i!:'.d ,· ,, ",.:...
Black Personnel; Lois Richardson ,
a Delta Soror and a member of
Concerned Black Personn el; Jeffrey Kea rn ey, President of The
Black Stud ent Union; Betty Dixon , Treasurer and Social Action
Chairperson for Kea n' s Delta Zeta
Chapter; Delta pyramid jones,
and Delta pyramid greer.
Delta Sigma Theta was founded
in 1913 at Howard University in
Washington , D.C.. This dedicated
and innovative moveme nt of
Black collegiate women has
"Dr. Vera King Farris pins green ribbon on President Nathan Weiss in tribute to slain children of
undergraduate and alum nae
Atlanta."

C

-~

and The Concerned Black Personnel Of Kean invite each and every
member of The Kean College
community to participate in this
tribute to the slain children of
Atlanta by wearing the symbolic
green ribbon and signing the petition which asks for continued and
unlimited support to the Atlanta
Community from Ronald Reagan,
President of The United States.
The green ribbons and the petitions ·are available in The
Counseling Ce.nter, SA-126, and
in Special ·Student Services,
SA-102. Lois Richardson will continue to coordinate -Kean's _participation in her Sorority's tribute.
Ms. Richardson can be reached in
Kean's Counseling Center and/or
at 527-2015.

Th~ Colleg-e
Library
(Continued from page 12)
films, filmstrips, slides, records:
tap es, transparencies, video
tapes, games, and med ia kits
wh ich may be requeste'd for
classroom use by faculty ... In
cooperation with the College
library, all non-print materials
housed in the Center have been
cataloged and are interfiled in the
Library catalog card file as well as
the catalog and file lcoated in the
main floor of the IRC."
Stay tuned!
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THE END IS HERE

by George Falk<?wski

N£.WS fLASH!

'

This game will really " Boggle" your 1maginat1on. Above are 3
boxes. The object is for each player to form words by connecting
adjoining letters only. One cannot repeat a letter to form a particular word, unless that letter appears two or more times. Proper
nouns are excluded. Allow players 5 minutes and then compare
lists. If identical words are found, they must be crossed off each
list. That player whose remaining word list is longer, wins. Word s
must be 3 or more letters.
EXAMPL E: In Box #1 - The words " T-0 - Y" and " L-1-N-E" can

be found.
by Lisa Fernandez
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FURDTHE FROG

by Bo b O 'Co n nor
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SCATE presents:

FASHIONS IN SPRING
.

.

Seate, with the help of all you good-looking Guys and Dolls,
will present their first fashion show.
Everyone interested must contact the Seate Office by phone or
in person. #351-2050 or CC122.
This extravaganza Event will take place in our charming Little·
Theatre.

April 3, 1981
Showtime: 8:00 p. in.
Donation - $1.00 ~ for benefit of the
mentally retarded
Contestants sig~ up now
You got .the look we want to know better

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
pres.en ts

ALL SEATS RESERVED
)

Tickets On Sale at the T.P.A.
Box Off(ce

$6.50, $5.50, $4.50 with one dollar
discount to all students

Friday,
April 3,

· 8:00 P.M.
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DO YOU WANT TO HA VE A GOOD TIME TONIGHT???
WARM UP YOUR WINTER NIGHT ...
WITH ISRAELI DANCE FEVER...
The Jewish Student Union of Kean College announces ...

CCB Elections For
1981-82 Year
Thursday, April 2

ISRAELI
DANCING
taught by Israeli Folk Professional Dancer

Applications Available at CCB Office
Fill Out Application and
Return It In CCB Office

Tuesday, May 10

DATE: Thursday eve., March 26
TIME: 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
PLACE: D'Angola Gym, Room D125
COST: Donation of 50t ·

ELECTIONS

Wear sneakers and be prepared for a fun-Jilled evening!!!

Thursday, May 7
Applications

Due

3:00

P.M. ·

Sign Up Now For
Dance Marathon

The Political Science Club And
The Pre-Law Club Announces
The Kean College Criminal Justice Forum
presenting

· Dear Students and Faculty,
This year out Dance Marathon will begin on Friday, April 3, 1981 at 7:00 p.m. and end on
· Saturday, April 4, 1981 at 9:00 p.m. We are asking for your help in order to make this marathon
the best ever. We would like to know if you or your organization.would be willing help CEC plan
the many activities which will be taking place at the marathon. All suggestions and ideas for activities are welcome. For more information call the CEC Office 351-5730 or stop by our office
, CC,121. Your help is greatly appreciated. If you are willing to help, please fill out the form below
·and returil it to the CEC office.
Thank You, CEC

The Honorable Alexander Men-za
Judge, Union County District Court

Speaking On:

Justice And The System Of Justice

Your Name: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ ____ _
NameofOrganization: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _

_ _

Located at:
Office Phone No. _ __ __ __ _ _ _ Home Phone NO. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _
Wewillhelpby: _ _ __ _ _ _ __

Wednesday, April 1, 1986 - 6:00 p.m.

_

Alumni Lounge, Downs Hall
Free Admission
All Are Welcome To Attend
Contact: Henry Ross - Department of
Political Science - 527-2066

- -- - - -·- - -

BULLETIN BOARD
The English Department presents

The Adolescent In Film

STUDS LONI GAN .
(based on the noted American Studs Lonigan
novels by James T. Farrell)

C.C.B Sunday
Night Movie
Presents:

Tuesday, March 31
1:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Hutchinson Hall, Room 100
A discussion will follow the evening screening.
The panel will consist of:
Ms. Brenda Calloway, Training Director, Institute of
Human Services
Dr. Dan Di Salvi, Psychology Department
Dr. Robert Fyne, English Department
Dr. Bonnie Kind, Acting Associate Dean, Arts and
Sciences
Professor Sidney Krueger, English Dept., moderator and
chairperson of the series
Funding for "The Adolescent in Film" series was provided
by the Kean College Alumni Association.
Plan to attends the remainder of the series: Tuesday, April
28, 1:40 and 7:30 p.m. (Willis Hall, Room 300); Tuesday, May
19, 1:40 and 7:30 p.m. (Hutchinson Hall, Room 100) (The
faculty panels for these films will be· announced.)

Student Activities • Future Events
THE FRANK ST"ROZIER QUARTET
April 6
8:15 pm
Little Theatre
Recognized as " one of the freshest, swingin'est, just all
around bestest musicians on the jazz scene, " Fra nk Strozier
brings his high flying saxophone to Kean. The flowing and
vibrant music of his quartet will fill the room and mesmerize
you with its sound./SA JAZZ
SPANISH REPERTORY THEATRE COMPANY
"THE GLASS MENAGERIE"
April 7
8:15 pm
L ittle Theatre
This well known theatre troupe ~akes its return to Kean
with a performance of the Tennessee William's classic, performed totally in Spanish. Through this new interpretation,
the play receives new depth and compassion that all will appreciate and enjoy. An event not to be missed./CCPB
Theatre
JOEY GEORGE
April 8
12:15 pm
Sloan Lounge
Joey and his group have played north and south, in many colleges and other fun places. Don't miss them! /SA Mid-Day
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Andrew D. Berns, Director National
Student Affairs Office Located in CC-118.
351-1040 or call Student Org. 289-6200 and
leave a message. Round-trip busses are
available at a cost of $12.00.

GRADUATE
ASSISTANTSHIP
APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE!
Take note - Graduating Seniors
and others who have entered or are
planning to enter a Graduate Program Fall 1981! Graduate Assistantships at the college give tuition
waivers for 9-12 graduate credits per
semester for Fall and Spring plus a
weekly stipend. Application deadline
March 31, 1981.
For further information contact the
Graduate Office T-106 or call
527-2018.

Careers in Marketing Seminar
Tues., March 31, 1:40 p.m.
Alumni Lounge, Downs Hall
Speakers Will Include:
Richard Beylon, Senior Researcher,
Best Food Unit of CPC, North America
Thomas McClintock, Merk and Co.,
Director of Sales Planning Operations,
USA.
·
Cynthia Mackey, Product Manager,
Warner-Lambert Company
Thomas O'Brien, District Manager,
Mid-Atlantic Region - Webster Division McGraw Hill, Inc.
Sponsored by the Career Planning
and Placement Office and the
American Marketing Association.
All Students, Faculty and Alumni
are invited.
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To All
Marketing Majors~

STUDENT COUNCIL
ELECTIONS· TODAY

And
Management Science

9:00 - 5:00 in Sloan 'Lounge
College Center
Come Out And VOTE

There will be a
Marketing Seminar and Lecture
March 31, 1981
Tuesday in the Alumni Lounge
At Downs Hall
Time: 1:40 College Hour

ON. .
S.A.Y. (Student Assisting You)
Lois Richardson, Director
Student Activities Building
527-2082

The S.A.Y. Program is designed to provide maximum support services to students and to facilitate interpersonal com-

munication among members of the college community. It is
based on the idea that students can help other students in a
· variety of ways and can become active contributors to the
college community. S.A.Y. students can work ·in acap.emic
departments as peer courmemts and advisors or can offer
trained services in a number of departments· and offices.
S.A.Y. is open to any interested student who demonstrates
sincere motivation and commitment. To join, contact Lois
Richardson or your department chairperson.

S.tu.de.n,t Ac.UvUiu

Mld-Va.y P,rpgJUJm
plt.Uellt.6

tt.rz.r11.L-1:.y ·

Thursday, March :!6, 1981
9:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Student Organization Elections
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Sigma Kappa Phi
7:30 - 10:00 p .m.
Gospel ChoiT
7:40 - 11 :00 p .111.
Alpha Theta Pi
7:40 - 10:10 p.ru.
Sigma Kappa Phi
H:15 p.m.
CCB presents: The Joffrey Concert Group Free Tickets Required - Sold Out
8:30 p.m.
Coffeehouse 50c donation
9:00 - 11 :00 p.m.
Intramural Dart Game
9:00 - 12:00 midnight
Omega Psi Phi
Friday, March :!7, 1981
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
PROUD
1:40 p.m.
Brothers of-KC
3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Hispanic Concerns Club
5:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Rho Theta Tau Meeting
6:00 - 1':00 p.m.
Evening Student Council Meeting
7:00 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Alpha
H:00 - 11 :00 p .m.
Nu Sigma Phi
8:00 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Rehearsal
8:00 p.m.
Evening Student Council presents: Maynard Ferguson
Tickets available in Wilkins Theatre Box Office
9:00 p.m.
Phi Beta Sigma Dance
Saturday, March :!8, 1981
8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
ETS Testing
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Bread for tlie World, Land Reform & Hunger Issues

12:00 - 2:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:40 - IO: 10 p.m.
8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Sunday, March :!9, 1981

12:00 noon
7:00 - 11 :00 p.m.
7:00 - 10:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
Monday, March 30, 1981
5:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday , March 31, 1981
1:40 p.m. - 2:55 p.m.
1:40 p.m. - 2:55 p.m.

Colllb.ln.ing e.lente.ll-U o 6

Jtoc.k,jazz and el..a.uic.al
mu4.lc .into olLig.inJLl. pie.cu
We.dn.UCUUJ, Apltil. 1-6.t

12:15-1:30
_,,_ SLOAN LOUNGE

I.OST: Large Dark Brown Zippered TOTE
BAfi with 2 short leather handles and I
shoulder s trap. Lost in library on Thursday. March 12. 1981> DESPERATELY
N EEU my Experimental Psyc-hology
Book,-;, m,y glasses. keys, and personal
. papers and 1.U. - or might not bt- ablt" to
gradual€" this JUNE!! Please rt-turn th~m
lo lh• PSYCHOLOl;Y tn~PT. -Bldg. J
(Hutchinson) · :lrd floor.

1971 International Scout
AM/FM, 2 wheel drive,
Air, 60,000 Attachable
Camping Tent. Call

276-0860.

~

FOR SALE:
1969 Ford LTD Wagon
Hood. Call after 6:00 p.m .
at 233-0711.
MOVING ... MUST SELL
Orum Set w/Zylgnn cymbals
$190.00
Ampeg 11 Amp
B/0
Accordion
B/0
Olds Trumpet
$75.00
Call Stacy at :15:J-0814

American Society for Public Administration
Sights & Sounds Show
Zeta Delta Pi
Concert - Susie Leman - presented by
Cuban Committee

1:40
6:30
7:00
7:40

& 7:30 p .m.

- 9:30 p.m. .
- 11:00 p.m.
- 10:10 p.m.

1': 00 p.m.

Sloan Lounge
Browsing Room
Alumni Lounge
Whiteman Center
J-130
Wilkins Theatre
Sloan Lounge
Grill Room
Browsing Room
Whiteman Center
Browsing Room
Alumni Lounge
Grill Room
Room A
Browsing Room
Alumni Lounge
Grill Room
Wilkins Theatre
College Center Caf.
College Genter Caf.
Alumni Lg. & Room
A, Downs Hall
Whiteman Center
Wilkins The"atre .
Whiteman Center
Little Theatre

r

'

Mass
Whiteman Center
Lambda Theta Phi
Browsing Room
Phi Beta Sigma
Alumni Lounge
CCB Film: "The Count of Monte Cristo" 25<' admission Wilkins Theatre
Omega Psi Phi
Meeting Room 8
ESC Elections
Townsend Lecture Series presents: Warren Farrell
Guru of Men's liberation
PROUD
Brothers of KC
Dean of Education Reception
Computing Machinery
Grub Street Writer
FASA
International Students Assoc. ,
Society for Advanced Management - AMA
Cuban Committee
Political Science
Jewish Student Union
Financial Aid
Italian Club
School of Ed. Curriculum Committee
English Dept. Film Series: " The Adolescent in Film ··
Kappa Delta Pi
Lambda Theta Phi
Zeta Delta Pi
Lambda Chi Hho
Hho Theta Tau
Delta Sigma Pi
Nu Delta Pi
Townsend Lecture Series presents: Warren Fa rrell - '
·:Men·_i,J,il)eration and Male Sexuality·· Free tickets
required
Sigma Beta Tau

1':00 - 12:00 midnight
Wednesday, April I, 1981
1·2:00 noon
Mass
12:00 noon
Woma n Talk - "Scared Straight: Fear in the Deterrance
of Crime "
·
12:l !i p.m.
Student Activities Mid-da_v progra m presents:
ETEHNlTY
!">:C)O - 1':00 p.m.
ESC Elections
7::10 - \l:00 p.m.
IFCM
7:40 - 10:30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi

' Hutchinson Lobby
Little Theatre
Grill Room
Browsing Room
Meeting Room A
CSS-104 .
Dougall Hall" 203
VE-112
J-102
J-30'1
W-200·
J-130
Dougall Hall
J-132
J-134
i-1-122
J-100
Alumni Lounge
Meeting Room A
Whiteman Center
8-109
B-2248
CSN-104
C-218
Wilkins Theatre
Browsing Room
Whiteman Center
Alumni Lounge
Sloan Lounge
Hutch Lobby
J -103
.
J-136 ,
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Sports Today
And Tomorrow

'

The Year Of The Braves
by John O 'Reilly
Last yea r the Astros were the
su rpri se winners of the National
League W est with the Red s and
Dodgers, as ·always, near the top.
This year we feel there will be an
even bigger surprise in store for
baseball fans. Our prediction is
the Atlanta Braves to w in, the
Astros will probably tumble to
fourth or fifth .
The Braves · last won their divi~ion in 1969 since that time they
have fallen on hard times, but the
resurgence that began last year
will culminate this year in a division title.
Third baseman Bob Horner is
finally going to emerge as the true
superstar he is, don't be surprised
if he hits forty to fifty home runs
this year. Horner is not the only
star in the Braves' lineup either,
Dale Murphy and Chris Chambliss
all wield potent bats, and the addition of free-agent Claudell
Washington certainly doesn' t hurt
their lineup. While the Braves pitching is not great Gaylord Perry
and Phil Niekro do know how to
win and should each win their

share of games.
If relievers Gene Garber and Al
Hrabosky ca n regain some of the
form that made them great the
Braves may just walk away with
the division.

the hot Augu st sun . Sorry, no pennant for the Dodgers this ye'a r.
What about the Astros, sure
they won last year and gett ing a
year older can't hurt them. What
about that staff Joe Niekro (twenty
wins), Nolan Ryan (Mr. St rikeout) ,
As usual the Reds and the
Don Sutton (Future Hall of
Dodgers will be out there fighting
Farner),
maybe ' i .R. Richard (300
though . The Reds still have
Strikeouts), all greats or near 1
George Foster, Ray Knight, and
greats.
Johnny (Part-Time) Bench to lead
But ca n a lin eup that fea tures
a brutal hitting attack. Dave ColArt
Howe, Luis Pujols, Rafael
lins and Ken Griffey will set the
Landestoy, and the immortal Dantable for these sluggers.
ny Heep really expect to win thei r
The Red's weak spot, as usual,
division? W e doubt it.
is pitching. Tom Seav~r is too old
The other two tea ms in the diviand the rest of the Reds staff is
sion really have little hope of dokind of sickening. The Reds will
ing anything although Frank
contend but will fall short.
Robinson will at least put the
Last year the Dodgers fell one Giants on the winning track.
game short of the division title
The Padres should sew up last
and some feel they are a shoe-in
place around June 1st unless Terry
to win this year,, but a quick check
Kennedy and Broderick Perkins
of their roster makes them . look 1 can carry the team a little longer.
like the Over-The-Hill Gang.
In conclusion the pick here is
Superstar Steve Garvey, Davey Atlanta, Los Angeles, Cincinnati,
Lopes, Bill Russel, Ron Cey, RegHouston, San Francisco and San
gie Smith, Rick Monday, Dusty Diego. The MVP, Bob Horner
Baker, Steve Yeager, and Joe should come from this division as
Ferguson all are on the dark side will the Manager of the Year, Bob-of thirty and old men get tired in by Cox:

by Joe Pietanza
Where' s everyth ing going to?
How could all involved let it get
thi s way? Why? Why? Why? Many
people do forget th at professional
sports is a type of entertainme nt.
Just like an actor or actress, an
ath lete showcases his or her
talents. So why, you may ask, do
these ente rtai ners get paid so
much money. M ea ntime, yourse lf
and Harry next door are struggling
to make a few extra bucks to put
in the bank each week.
Today,_ like yesterday, owners
want thei r tea m to be the best.
Okay, that' s good. Today ,
however, instead of growing a
team (through the farm systems)
they (the owners) buy much of
the team's talent through what
has be_gn deemed a dreadful term,
free agency.
They get these talented athletes through bidding wars with other
franchises and the highest bid
usually (not always) wins. That's
fair. But who pays, who really
pays for these high priced players?
Answer: We the fans do, in a way.
Yes, these high priced athletes
do bring more revenue (atten-

dance, concessions) to an arena
or ballpark . But the rest is payed
through higher ticket prices . But
everything else in this cou ntry of
ours (no, I' m not complaini ng) is
higher than it used to be too.
Keep that in mind. You ca n go
around in ci rcl es and you ca n
really come up with more than
one or two anwers on, why?
Every year it gets worse and
worse and it will continue to get
worse and worse. As everything
else co ntinues to esca late the
prices of free agent players and
tickets will escalate also. So blame
it on the owners. Mostly. Blame it
on us the fans? Not really.
How could we live without one
sport, baseball (the American
pastime). How about other people who think their favorite sport
is the American pastime. But,
how could we let these people
charge us more and more very
sneakily each year? Answer: Like
paying more for gas we just don't
have a choice.
So go and enjoy the games and
get your money's worth.

The Best Race Si.nee 1973
Here it comes the race for the
Eastern Division Crown. A lot of
, question ' marks -here. Will the
Phillies grow content? Will the
Pirates recover? Can the Expos
finally do it? Did the Cardinals
make all the right moves this
winter? What about the Mets, was
their fine play in the middle of last
., season a mirage? Will the Cubs
lose more games than the Padres?

When all these questions are
answered a division winner will
emerge and it can be any of the
five teams mentioned.
Last year's World Champs, the
Phillies, still boast one of the best
lineups in baseball , Mik e
Schmidt, Bake McBride, ageless
Pete Rose, and Garry Maddox are
all fine hitters. Very few balls get
past the Pt:iillies infield and their

pitching is solid. As a matter of
fact the only thing that can stop
the Philli es is contentment, they
have the second highest payroll in
baseball.
The Phillies can probably be
considered the favo rites to repeat.
If the Phillies falter though we
may be hearing "Oh Canada,"
before next years World Series.
Dick Williams has that super out-
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Their flight
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$950
roundfrip.
· (unrestricted)
T heir
incredible price.

Oirect to Amsterdam. Ila restridion£·
,We'll get you to Europe just like the other
airlines. But at a price that isn't considered
grand theft.
·
.." And on our scheduled service flights
w~ have absolutely no r~strictions. No
advance purchase. No minimum stay.
No_penalties.
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Plus, starting May 29, we'll offer 747' :
~~~~

.

Ask about our 10% discount to holders
of the lnter'national Student l.D. Card.
For reservations, call
227-2888 or
your travel agent. And help put an end to
skyway robbery.

Transamenoa
Airlines
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field, Andre Dawson, Ellis Valentine, and probably Warren
Cromartie, if he loses the first base
job to Willie Montanez. Gary
Carter and Larry Parrish are both
capable of driving in 90-100 runs
and Rodney Scott can stea l bases.
The pitching staff is good
enough to compliment the hitters
and the defense is adequate. This
could be the Expo's year.
Or it could be the Pirates year, if
Dave Parker can come back, if
Willie Stargell ·ca n recover, if Bill
Madlock ca n regai n his .300 fo rm ,
if Mike Easler and Lee Lacy can '
repeat last year's performances, if
the pitching ca n hold up, if Omar
Moreno can steal 70 bases? If not
the Pirates may be home when
October rolls around.
The Cardinals acquired Bruce
Sutter, Sixto Lezcano, Gene
Tenance, and a host of ot hers
over the winter. Add them to a
lineup that already boasts George
Hendricks (25 hrs., 109 RBl 's),
Garry Templeton (.319), Keith
Hern andez (99 RBl's, .32 1) and
newly acquired Darrel Porter and
you have a pretty formidable attack.
The Cardinals had the worst pitching staff in the National League·
last year though and sine it rea lly
didn' t get any better, Sutter won't
have many games to save. Look
for the Cards to be ea rly contenders who will probably fade

out about July.
Could the Mets be on th,e rise
again? Can Dave Kingman hit forty home runs, can Rusty Staub hit
.300, will Lee Mazzilli and Joel
Youngblood hit better now that
they have a supporting cast
around them? If the answers to
the above questions are yes look
out for the Mets.
With Mookie Wil son, Frank
Tava ras. and Mazzilli each stealing 40 or more bases there will be
plenty of opportunity for Staub
and Kingman to drive in runs.
The Mets are also very so lid at
the catc hing position with Alex
Trevino John Stea rn s, Ron
Hodges, Bruce Bochy, and Rick
Sweet at Shea or close by in
Tidewater.
The only thing that can prevent
the Mets from being contenders is
their pitching staff. Craig Sw1rn,
Pat Zachary, and Randy Jones all
have a history of injuries and
Mark Bomback and Billy Smith
are still unproven.
The bullpen is solid with Neil
Allen, Jeff Rea rdon, Dave Roberts,
Dyar Miller, and Pete Falcone as
the probable survivors. The M ets
though have too many ifs to be
the favorite though and should
finish somewhere betwee n third
and fifth.
The Cubs are goi ng to bat Steve
Hend erson cleanup. Is it any
wonder their goi ng to finish last?

Kean Hockey In Perspective .
has established yet another winer.
by Bryan Davis
_It was five years ago that Tom His insight into the game, his love
O'Donnell, then the director of for working wit h people, and his
th'e nationally-acclaimed Commu- administ rative abifities have all
gredient for his suc_nication-H'elp Center, developed been the
, the first 1¢e Hoc;key Program at cess. But if you .ask O' Do"nnell, as
. Kean College.
• with everything else he has
Those who are close to O' Don- developed, ~e will tell you rhe
·nell know that this was not to be success lies wit h people-not· with
.just an ordinary program , for him. " For five great yea rs we have
· Q' Donnell always strives for and been blessed with real winners at
'accomplishes_ success, no matter Kean . Players who give 100 perwhat the odds. And now five cent co ns1stant ly; and this is an
years later the Kea n College Ex- over sec ret t9 success," O'Donpress - as so rrlany of the fa ns refer nell states. But whatever his
to them, have won two Cham- "secret to ~ucces~" is, the acpionships and Eighty Three hard
compli shments made by O' Donfought games .
nell's
projecrs have establi shed
O'Donnell, as he did with the
.Hotline, Leadership and countl ess Kean as a recognizable institution
projects in his ten years at Kean,
in Hockey and Hotline.
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Rascals Women Champs

creation Round
Badminton Champions
March 17th marked the final
matches of the Intramural Badminton Tournaments where Steve
" Smash" Sampson and Rich
Culhane were finalists in the
men's singles division and Barbara "Birdie" McHale and Sheila
" Dropshot" Dunne played the
final match in the women's
singles division.
In the men's final match Sampson played Culhane's backhand
and took the match in two games
15-6, 15-8.
In wom en's action, Barbara
" Birdie" McHale battled Sheila
" Dropshot" Dunne in the championship game. Dunne proved to
be in better form as she took the
match in two quick games posting
scores ·of 15-4 and 15-6.

Wrestling
St. Patrick's Day saw some exciting, intramural wrestling as the
· Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports opened the
preliminary rounds of the Intramural Wrest ling Tournament.
The vent took place with twentyseven students taking part in six
different weight classes. Each
wrestler competed in a maximum
of three matches, each match
consisting of three-two minute
periods.
Division winners from Tuesday's
competition moved into semifinal and final matches Thursday
evening.

COMING EVENTS
Darts•
WHEN : Tonightl March 26,
9:00 p.m.
WHERE: Grill Room (next to
Pub) .
WHO: Any member of Kean
College. Men' s and Women's
Divisions.
Co-Rec Softball

Spring is here and that can only
mean one thing! Co-Rec . Intramural Softball. It's time once
again to dig out your softball
glove, get your friends together
and enter your team in D-114
D' Angola Gymnasium before
April 3rd.
Individuals may also enter and
the Intramural Staff will coordinate a team for single entrants.
A mandatory meet' i for captains and individual enirics will be
held Tuesday, April 7th in D-125
D' Angola Gymnasium ·

Bowlers
The 31st Eastern Regional Tournament will be held at Wallington
Lanes in Wallington, New Jersey.
Qualifying rounds will begin
Saturday, April 11 . The Department of lntramural-Reneational
Sports will pay entry fees for interested bowlers.
Entry blanks and entry requirements can be picked up in
D-114 D-Angola Gymnasium. Entries must be post marked no later
than April 2. Stop in D-114 today

for further information.

Intramural Wrestling ··champions!
126 lbs. and under - Winner,
Ray Jones by forfeit
127-140 lbs. - Winner, Albert
Smith . Smith wrestled three opponents and won his final match
pinning T.J . Wilks in 3:50
141-150 lbs. - Winner, Rich
Billite. Billite wrestled his final
bout against Donald Collins and
pinned him in 5:38
151-170 lbs. - Winner, Daniel
Della Serra. Della Serra is champion of his weight class by pinning
Mike Shaughnessy in 1:32
171-190 lbs. - Division winner
Tom Foti found Gary Portesy an
easy victory as he pinned Portesy
in :35 seconds
191 - over - Weight class fond
Louis La Torre wqinners as he pinned Joe· Lioi in 2:35

Semi-Final Action
On Monday night the Women's
semi-finals were held. The first
game took place between
undefeated Notchay and the
fourth pla.ce Rejects. Right from
the opening tap it was Notchay all
the way. The Rejects missed many
rebounds that proved costly in
their comeback attempts. The
half-time.score was 17-8, in favor
• of Notchay. Terry Brathwait
scored all eight points for the Rejects. The second half also favored
Notchay, as they displayed their
offensive talents. Notchay went
on . to defeat the Rejects 41-30.
Terry Brathwait of the Rejects
took scoring honors with 20
points. High scorers for Notchay
were Lissette Allen and Nancy
Brown, both with eight points.
The second game of the evening featured Wrabel's Rascals,
against Daria Hagood. This was
an exciting game, with both teams
matching basket for basket. But
the Rascal's gained a slight lead
and ended the half 18-14. In the
second half the battle continued.

However, not until the final
seconds. did the Rascals clinch the
game 24-23 over Daria Hagood.
Scoring honors went to Kim Gayle
from Daria Hagood with nine
points. Other high scorers. were·
··....
Phyllis Andrade from Daria
·'...,,'...
Hagood with seven points and
Cindy Patrick of the Rascals w.ith .
six points. •

Women's Final Championship
Wrabel's Rascals captured the
Women's Intramural Basketball title with a 30-13 win over · Notchay. Notchay seemed to be playing in slow motion as the Rasci3l5
took early control of the game.
Notchay had many turnovers that
proved costly in. their attempts to
make a comeback. The halftime
scores was ·16-7 in the Rascals
favor with Barb Henessey controlling the boards in the second
half, Wrabel's Rascals could n.ot
be beat. Barb Hennessy was high
scorer with eight points.
Congratulations to Wrabel' s.
Rascals, the 1981 Women's Intramural Basketball Champions.

Karate
Karate Club Members: you
must attend bi-weekly meetings
on a regular basis. Karate is taught
in a positive progressive format
and it is necessary that all
members attend i egularly.

Bike Packing
Sunday, March 29, the Bike
Packing Club will take its second
trip of the season.
All interested riders should
meet by the main door of
D'Angola Gymnasium at 12:00
noon. Everyone is welcome!

Show Stopper~ Capture Men's Title
With the assistance of T.J. Mc- took control of the ·game. Calvin
On Monday night, it was one of ·Crae's incredible juping ability, Lofton and Vinnie Snell dazzled
the Show Stoppers took to the everyone · with their excellent
the largest crowds at an Intramural Baskethall game this
boards scoring valuable points. passes and ' .irp shooting. The
year. The teams Wl're ready and
The gaml' plan for thl' final thrPe half ended 4J-24, with the Suns
the crowd anxiously waited to see
minutes was to take tlw hall sinking low. In the second half it
if their iavorite team "".Ould addirectly to the hoop. In ·it, at- was T.J . McRae and his fancy footvance to the semi-finals.
tempts to-stop these plays the P<'- work that kept the Show Stoppers
The first game had the InBops ended up with four playl•r~
di ve. Four men of the Show Stopdividuals up against the Broth ers
on the bench after fouling out per~ scored in double figures.
of KC. In the first half it looked as
with five fouls. Mickey Hunt led Calvin Lofton wc1 s high scorer
though the Brothers would conthe Show Stoppers to the foul line with 15 points. Derell Lc1i\des of
trol the game. However, with the
scoring 80% of his free thruws. the Show St . 11111ers scored a
help of E.J . Warren, the In- The final score was the Show buzzer beater fro 1'1 20 feet out to
dividuals made a comback and
Stoppers 85 , the Be-Bops 64. make the final sc0re 72-50 in
reduced the score to a mere four
Scoring honors went to Henry favor of the Show .:,w p 1J 0 rs .
point difference. Halftime ended
Sumter of the Be-Bops with 29
The second game oi the eve22-18 in favor of the Brothers. In
points.
ning, matching th e Brothers of KC
the second half Ken Murphy turnThe final game of the evening against the Krone s 11, features one
ed 'on the juice for the Brothers was even ly matched between of the lowest scoring halves in an
with 12 poinb . For the InKrones II .· ,,d P.J.'s. This was a Intramural Basketball game this
dividuals, it was the end of an en- see-saw game all the way. One year. It wasn' t until four and o nejoyable season. Th ey were
team was never leadi ng by more half minutes into the half that the
defeated by the Brothers 61-35 .
than four points . The half ended first basket · was scored . Tom
In the second game of the even- 24-22 in favor of P.).'s. In the se- Blaney of the Krones II had the
ing thl' Nikes facC'd tht> Suns. For cond half the Krones II made a honor. The score jumped back
some tim, in the first half the ikes cqmeback attempt. Howeve r, and forth at the beginning of the
gave thl' Suns a run for their
they didn't keep the lead for long. half but the Brothers of KC
money. Mark McNelis of the Jeff Britton (15 points) and Bob gradually began to pull away. A
Nikes and Brian Wyatt of the Suns Sohler (14 points) helped the P.J.'s great offensive display by Sam
matched baskt>t for basket, with
gain the lead once more. As the Goodwyn led the Brothers to a
both scoring 10 points. Halftime five minute mark approached halftime lead of 14-7 . In the seended 27-21 , with the Suns on Tom Blaney game the Krones II cond half the Krones II put up a
top. When th£' spcond half the go ahead basket. With 28 good struggle to stay in the game.
started, the Suns began to shine. seconds remaining the P.J.' s were But seven minutes in to the half
They quickly took a 16 point lead . up by two points. In their attempt ~ the Brothers began to increase
Wearim'ss overcame the Nike's, as to defend their lead, th e P.).'s sent their lead . They took control · of
substitutions. Wl're limited with
Tom Blaney to the foul line for the the ball both offensively and
only a six man roster. Tht- Suns
Krones II . With four second ~ to go defensively. In .the final minutes of
won a placP in the sem i-finals, · " Breeze" clinched the game missed baskets, unnecessary fouls dekating thl' NikPs 56-40.
50-47 ovPr P.J.'s. High scorl'f for and building frustration, th e
Th e third game was th e Krones II was Tom Blaney with 20 Kron es II werl' defeated by the
highlight of thP l'vening. Thl' points and Vinny DPmayo with 17 Brothers of KC. The final score
undefPated Be-Bops were matchpoints.
was 27-18. Sam Goodwyn was
ed against a strong Show Stoppers
high scorer for the Brothers with
club. Through most of the first
11 points.
Semi - Final Action
half, Henry Sumter and Calvin
On Tuesday night, the top four
Walker (both with 10 points) kept teams out of 24, were assembled Men's Final Championship Game
the Bl'- Bops on top by six . With to decide who would play in thP ' The Brothers of KC and the
less than two minutes in the half championship game. The first Show Stoppers had met once
the Show Stoppers had taken the game of the evening watched the before during regular season . That
lead 33-27. In tht• second half the Suns against the Show Stoppers. confrontation ended with the
Show StoppNs came on strong, · The lights went out rather quickly Brothers beating the Show Stopprotecting their lead all the way.
for the Suns as the Show Stoppers pers by one point. The champion-

Quarter - final Action (Men)

Photo· by Laura Hawgels

Action from Men's Playoff Final.

,

Photo by Laura Hawge/s

Notchay and Wrabel's Rascals battle in Women's Final.
ship game was, as anticipated , an
exciting one.
The score jumped back and
forth through the entire first half.
With only two seconds remaining
in the half, 'Calvin Lofton was at
the line. He put the Show Stoppers ahead by one, leaving the
halftime score 23-22 .
The second half was one of turnovers and fouls for the Brothers
of KC as the Show Stoppers began
to control the game. Number 33
on the court wa s the one to watch
in the second half. T.S. McCrae,
with his tremendous blocking and
amazing shooting ability, was
definitely the strength of the Show
Stoppers team. In an effort to ~top
thes~ scoring pla,ys the Brothers
lost two of their most valuable
men to the bench with five personal fouls. Other high scorers
were Vinny Snell from the Show
Stoppers with 11 points and Sam
Goodwyn from the Brothers with.
nine points. The final score of the

game was 45-30 with the Show
Stoppers capturing the Men's Intramural Basketball Championship title.
The Show Stoppe.rs, will represent Kean College in the 1981
Budweiser Extramural Tournament. This tournament is comprised of 18 teams from New Jersey
Colleges. These teams are also Intramural Champions of their
respective schools .
Game one for the Show Stoppers will be against St. Peters College and is scheduled for Tuesday, March 31st at 9:00 p.m. in
the Main Gym at Kean . Spectators ·
are welcome!
Round Two is scheduled for
Saturday, April 4 at 11 :00 a.m. at
Kean College.
The Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports congratulates
the Show Stoppers and hopes the
Kean College students will come
out and support them at the
Budweiser Tournament.
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The Lacrosse :Trip To Maryland

by Norm Marcocci
played since they weren't serious · Hopkins scoring the most goals,
On March 18, 19 and 20, the
and thus did not want to make but failing to overcome the Blue
Squires Lacrosse team traveled to
things worse with the regula r Jays. Lyons was high score for
Maryland to play three pre-season
season opening up in just a few Kean with 2 goals and o ne assist
games against Salisbury State,
days. Finally, during the regul ar while Waterman, Gallagher,
Washington College and John
season, the team would never Brian Dunne, who also led the
team with 2 assists, Staggard, and
Hopkins University. The scores of
play three games in a row.
these losses were, respectively ·
In the Fort Monmouth game, Guarante each scored one goal. It
14-3, 10-7 and 16-7. In addition
the 2 goals scored by Kean were is interesting to note that the
on Friday, March 13, the team , by Captains Brian Dunne and Jim " Blue Army" managed to put
had lost to a tou gh, but impressive
"Buck" Buchanan who had 1 a points on the board in the last two
Fort Monmouth club, 15-2. All of
piece. Against Salisbury, Hawley games ·thus showing an overall
these opponents were the J.V.
Waterman scored twice while substantial improvement.
To sum it up, these games were
teams. But don't let any of this
Tom W igocki chipped in with
make you think that the lacrosse
one. ·At th e Washington College irrelevant since they were only
team will go from riches to rags
game, with a halftime score of 4-3 pre-season scrimages thu s the
· this season. l.n the history of Kean
in Kean' s favor, it looked as if the Squires did not go " full tilt" as
College Lacrosse, the team has
Squires would return home with they normally would hav ein the
never done that well with preat least one victory. But the regular season games. All in all, it
season games and have won only
Squires were shut out in th e 3rd was a highly successful learning
a few, if any. There are also three
quarter and made ,a strong, but experience for the players as well
things you fans should realize.
unsuccessful comeback in the as the coaches. The team itself improved alot as a whole. There i
First of all, the players were only
4th. Buchanan led the Squires with
playing for experience only, and
two goals. One goal each was one more scrimage on Tuesday,
not to win, since these games
scored by John Staggard, Scott March 24 at West Point and the
were only pre-season. There was
Lyons, Joh n Gu arente, Bri an season officially kicks off on Frialot of substitution which enabled
Dunne and Haw ley Waterman, day March 27 at New Have n. The
first home game is against M arist
everybody to get a chance to
who also led the team with assists,
College (also the first Knickerplay. Second, injuries were along with Staggard and John
Gallagher, who contri buted one bocker Conference Game) on
prevailing. However, if these each. Like the 4th quarter in the April 1, at 3:30. The guys need
, games did count, those players Washington College game tbe your support so come out and
who were injured would have
team fought bravely against Johns cheer them on!

lacrosse's first home game, April 1 at 3:30 against Marist.

File Photo

Lacrosse Coach Hawley Waterman.

Softball Preview

File Photo

•

Softball opens home season March 31 against C.W. Post. Game time
3:35.

THIS WEEK IN SP.ORTS

by Anna Church
The Kean College Softball team,
which began play Wednesday, is
sporting a new head coach as well
as iour Freshma n players. Libby
Bartley comes to Kean with 99-25
six season record. She drove
Keyport High School to four division titles and three State Sectional Championships.
The varsity (actually the only)
team has five returning players:
Senior, Sue An co na ; Juniors,
Debra Hanna and Barbara Hennessey; and Sophomores, .Patri cia
Malik and Ila Rasmussen. Donna
Argenta , Judith Coletta , and
Sheila Dunne have eac h had experience on the J.V. team and
should prove to be talented
players.
The team's strength should li e
with its pitching staff that boasts
four experienced women. The
outfield looks to be another plus
for the team with six returning
players.
Coach Bartley seems to be a

devoted coach . Continuously
unavailable for interviews and
comments, Libby keeps her girls
on the diamond practicing and
learning championship skill s. The
girls have some pre-season games
and team stars should come to
light there.
With Coac h Bartley away at a
scrimage game, Assi stant Athletic
Di rector, Pat Hannisch, had this
to say about the team, " I don't
want to make any statements and
put words into her (Bartley's)
mouth ... They have a scrimage today and she (Bartley) should
know more about th e tea m afterward."
With some rowd ie, if not loyal,
fans, the girls could look forward
to a winning season. Remember
· thou gh, its hard to win a game
alone and the girls need all the
support they ca n get. Home
games, unless otherwise noted,
are pl ayed at 3:45 behind
D ' Angola Gym. Be there ,
ALOHA .

1981 SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
Thursday, March 26

. Friday, March 27

Baseball: Florida Memorial (A) 1:00/3 : 15
Golf: Newark-Rutgers (H) 1:30
Lacrosse: New Haven (H) 3:00

Monday, March 30

Golf: Montclair State (H) 1:00

Tuesday, March 31

Baseball: Bloomfield (H) 3:15
Tennis: Ramapo (H) 3:15
Softball: C.W. Post (H) 3:45

Wednesday, April 1

Baseball : St. Peters (A) 3:15
Lacrosse: Marist (H) 3:30

MARCH
25
31
APRIL

Temple
C.W. Post

2:30 & 4 :00 (A)
3:45 (H)

29

Seton Hall
West Chester/Ithaca
Rutge rs
Glassboro
William Paterson
Adelphi
Ups:i la·
Montclair
Hofstra/LaSalle
Tre nton
W agner

3:45 (H)
3:00 (H)
3:45 (H )
1:00 (A)
3:45 (H)
2:00 & 4:00 (A)
3:30 (A)
3:45 (H)
11/1 /3: 00 (H)
3:45 (H)
3:45 (H)

MAY
6

West Point

4:00 (A)

2
4
9
' 11
14
16

21
23
25
27

N.J .A.I.A.W. Conference Games

